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Demystifying the Decision-Making Process
Financial issues in higher-education
network communications is a topic that has
many facets and is tightly linked to a myriad
of internal and external issues-some
ubiquitous across higher education and
some unique for the particular institution.
Governance and organizational structure,
internal needs, market conditions, and
regulation all intertr,vine to complicate the
decision-making process.
How do we continue to provide quality
services given the time, human-resource,
and funding demands-which are com-
pounded by the risk in the global technol-
ogy market?
Many years ago I learned about con-
ducting SWOT analysis (strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and threats) to gather
information about a company's internal and
external forces. This involves Iooking
internally to determine the institutior-r's
strengths and weaknesses and conducting
an environmental scan of current and
potential external opportunities and threats.
The buzzwords may have changed, but the
concepts continue to be relevant today.
Now, more than ever, we must include
people from across the campus and from
different departments within the Iniorma-
tion Services organization when conducting
the SWOT analysis to ensure the informa-
tion gathered is appropriately extensive and
inclusive to provide the best results.
Effectively balancing the organization's
internal needs with external market
conditions and regulations requires
inr-rovative IT governance and a flexible
organizational structure.
. IT Governance
Successful technology business planning
and execution within higher education
requires a knorvledge-based decision-
making process. This process, known as IT
governance, is different for each organiza-
tion; but at the heart is aligning IT to meet
the priorities ol the organization. CIO
Magazine, ECAR reports, Gartner, and
others are studving and reporting on IT
governance. Their findings support the
idea that IT governance is required for
alignment with the institution's priorities,
which in turn leads to more informed
business planning.
According to Gartner's Susan Dallas
and Michael Bell, "IT governance provides
a framework in which the decisions made
about IT issues are aligned with the overall
business strategy and culture of the
enterprise."r Some of the questions that
need to be ansr,vered include: "How can
the Iinformation services] organization
align business priorities rvith IT invest-
ment priorities? How should the business
units establish service levels in line with
enterprise standards and technical
architectures? How should senior
management evaluate new technologies
and decide horv to fund the adoption of
technologies that enhance enterprise
value? How should IT governance be
changed to align with more dynamic,
adaptive, and agile organizational models
such as the virtual matrix structures that
increasingly typifr global enterprises?"2
Answering these questions seems like a
daunting task, but this kind of thoughtful
planning is required if we would take
advantage of business opportunities.
. Internal needs
Information technology is not an end
unto itself; it must be linked directly to
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customer requirements for pedagogy,
research, administrative, and some-
times personal purposes. How are the
customer requirements funded? How
and why are funding sources changing?
\Mhat funding model options are there?
How do campus priorities impact
funding?
. Market Conditions
Expenses are shifting, too. Some
operational costs-primarily voice
services such as PRI and per-minute
charges- have been reduced. But
increases in replacement costs for data
netlvork components such as software
and infrastructure upgrades have offset
these reductions. Where once we
budgeted data infrastructure upgrades
as a capital expense, it is now an
operational cost because of the life-
cycle issue.
What assumptions can we make
about the future that may help to
structure solutions to current financial
challenges? rrA/hat tools can we use to
assess and compare the cost of projects?
Two calculations used to model the
impact of purchase decisions on cost
savings, resource allocation, productiv-
ity gains, and risk mitigation are return
on investment (ROI) and total cost of
ownership (TCO). Financial issues are
a critical component of maintaining a
viable IT organization, and strong
business planning skills are needed.
In order to conduct a thorough
financial analysis, we must calculate
and manage risk, which requires an
awareness of external issues. In the fune
2004 ECAR, Judith Pirani and Gail
Salaway discuss external impacts on
higher education IT. "The need to
understand the external world is
becoming even greater, driven by
increasing globalization and connectiv-
ity, the ever-accelerating pace of
change, increasing complexity of the
regulatory environment, new types of
educational competi t ion, rising
potential for disruption, and a more
volatile economic environment. IT
leaders track technology direction and
some track technology vendor R & D to
help understand technology futures.
Other areas of external scanning were
legislative changes, economic forecasts,
and [higher education] trends."3
One way some IT organizations are
mitigating risk is by looking at
outsourcing, particularly for infrastruc-
ture development and maintenance.
. Regulation
A source of external risk that has
huge potential financial and opera-
tional implications for the IT business
model is regulation. In CIO, Jon
Surmacz reports, "Companies will
spend billions in 2004 to comply with
industry rules, self-imposed policies,
and laws enacted by federal and state
governments. In today's regulatory
climate, compliance spending has
become another cost of doing business.
Of the estimated $5.5 billion spent in
2004 on compliance with Sarbanes-
Oxley, nearly $1 billion will be spent on
IT. Most companies expect that IT-
related spending on compliance issues
would increase in 2005."a
Changing organizational structures,
internal needs, market conditions, and
regulations are forcing new approaches
to technology business planning within
our institutions. Understanding the
financial issues requires understanding
of an ever broader and more complex
set of issues. Through collaborative
planning processes we can align IT
network communications to meet the
priorities of the organization.
1 Susan Dallas and Michael Bell, "The
Need for IT Goyernance: Now More than
Ever," Gartner, Inc., January 20, 2004.
2 Dallas and Bell
3 Judith Pirani, Gail Salaway, EDU-
CAUSE Center for Applied Research,
" Information Technology Alignment in
Higher Education," Key Findings, June
2004.
4 Jon Surmacz, "By the Number, The
Rking Cost of Compliance," Trend Lines,
CIO Magazine, August 24,2004.
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Financial Lessons Learned
At ACUTAs Fall Seminar on Cost Savings
and Revenue Generation, it was obvious
that while everyone acknowledges the
enormous contribution technology
makes to today's campus lifestyle, one of
the most challenging tasks we face on our
campuses is the reality of paying for it.
Since the virtual evaporation of long-
distance revenues, those responsible for
communications technology on campus
have been challenged like never before to
do more with less. Cost savings have
taken on increased importance, along
with creativity in developing new revenue
ACUTA educational events are designed
to support communications technology profession-
als as they contribute to the mission of their
institution. Those who attended the Cost Savings
track in St. Louis came away with new ideas and
resources that will help them meet their goals. For
those who were not able to be there, here are a few
"nuggets" of information from some of the
presenters.
. In his presentation entitled "Beyond the Basics of
Telecom Procurement," Hank Levine of Levine,
Blaszak, Block and Boothby LLP included a
discussion of tax issues. Carriers charge you taxes
on the telephone service itself and they pass along
the taxes and other government-imposed fees they
pay, often with a significant markup, he said. But
some bills identift both of these charges as "taxes"
or "tax-like charges" to make it appear that they are
required to bill for them. He advised ACUTA
members to know your total tax and surcharge
costs, and consider it all revenue to the carrier.
Levine pointed out that mandatory taxes and
surcharges can add 15 percent or more to your
interstate long-distance bill. Much of this is actually
"gravy" to the carrier, although the bill often doesn't
explain that. It is important to understand the
range of taxes and regulatory fees, be knowledgeable
about what you are and are not required to pay, and
use this knowledge in negotiating future contracts.
Tiue government-mandated surcharges are
hard to eliminate, Levine admitted, but markups
on government fees and surcharges are worth
addressing in contract discussions. Surcharges
can be negotiated via offsetting concessions and/
or credits elsewhere.
. George Denbow described how the University
of Texas at Austin has increased revenue by
decreasing expenses. UT Austin is saving more
than $2 million per year by changing how they
handle credit card payments. They eliminated
Visa-branded cards from the list of payment
options, added Discover, and implemented a
convenience charge when paying tuition and
mandatory fees over the Web and the telephone.
In addition, students can no longer pay via
credit card at the cashier's office. (Read more
about UT Austin's financial plans on page 21.)
. Paul Marsolek from the University of Nebraska
at Lincoln shared his experience with cell phones
as a source of revenue. Answering the question
"Where is the money made?," Marsolek pointed
out that 40 percent of users go over their plan
minutes while 60 percent are at or below their
plan. By pooling minutes with the carrier, a
campus can limit its exposure to overage charges
and generate revenue by billing individual users
who go over their plan limits. Money is lost,
Marsolek explained, in uncollectibles; not
having enough minutes in pooled plans; not
capturing all costs, over-discounting equipment;
and not recognizing the revenue potential in
features such as roadside assistance, photo
features, and more. (Read more on page 14.)
When you attend ACUTA educational
programs, you learn what has worked-or not
worked-for others who face the same problems
you face. They provide a unique peer-to-peer
learning opportunity that targets and meets
your needs like no other programs. We feel so
strongly that you will benefit from attending
that we guarantee you'll be satisfied. We hope to
see you in San Antonio, Philadelphia,
Kissimmee, and Denver in 2005!
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The COSTS Project: Benchmarks for
Understanding lT lnvestments
Information techr-rologies have become central to the teaching, learning, and
administrative goals of er,ery college and university. And ,vet, surprisingly iittle is
known about horv to substantiate and sustain the level of investments that will be
necessary to use these technologies effectively ar.rd efficiently.
Leadels of information technolog,v (IT) organizations arc troubled by the lack
of reliable benchmarks or comparative data on rvhich to basc decisions about
support services. Presidents and deans find that total-cost-of-or.vnership studies
that appear ir-r tl-re popular press and higher education publications are unusable for
understanding their campuses'situations. The numbers quoted in these studies do
not seem realistic in light of actr,ral IT budgets on campus. Irrstittttional trustees,
concerned about rising annual costs for informatior-r technologies and lookir-rg for
belt tighter-ring solutions, are asking hard questions about the in-rpact of services on
the eclucational program and tl're value the institution is getting for its investment.
The higher-education community needs understandable benchmarks that can be
used to gauge the appropriateness of IT expenditures on an individual campus. The
COSTS project is heiping to establish these benchmarks.
This article provides an ovett ierv of the COSTS project and an indication of
how IT benchmarks can be used to provide a high-level r,rnderstanding of institu-
tional If investments. Benchmarks by themselves don't relieve all the troublc's,
cluestions, or concerns rnentioned abor.e, but rather provicle a starting point for a
dialogue alnong institutional leaders that can reveal ir-rsights about IT investments.r
An Overview of the COSTS Project
The COSTS (Cost of Supportir.rg Techr.rology Services) project is a collaborative
effort among institutions of higher education to understand their information
technology investn-rents.
The missiorr of the COSTS project is to enable institr.rtions of higher education
to an5\vr'r lhe follorving lotrr qucstions:
. Are we spending appropriately on information resources to support the
institution's mission?
. Are we st(|fing our organizations appropriately and compensating our staffs
appropriately to attract and retain the needed support personnel?
. Are we rnaintaining our infrastructures approPriately to ensure that they
continue to delir.er the necessary services?
. Are tt,e providing appropriate services to meet the needs of users of information
resources?
Participants in the COSTS project annually submit clata in three major areas:
institutional demographics, br-rdgets for infori-r-ration technology, and IT stalfing by
service area.r Each n'ronth participants in the COSTS project receive basic anal,vses
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of the data, including benchmarks related to information
technology. Only institutions that submit data receive the
analyses, and submitting data is the only requirement for
being a participant in COSTS. More than 100 institutions
participate annually in COSTS.
Among the goals of COSTS are to:
' Develop ranges for the unit costs ofproviding IT services.
' Test simple hypotheses about the unit costs of providing
IT services.
' Develop benchmarks that are useful for comparing the
costs of providing IT services among various institutional
categories.
The project is in its sixth year ofdata collection. The
project website can be found at w'wnv.costsproject.org.
Understanding Institutional IT Budgets
One of the fundamental questions on the minds of institu-
tional leaders is "How much should I expect to budget for
creating and sustaining an appropriate IT environment for
my college or university?" A precise answer to this question
requires an understanding of the institutional mission and
its relationship to the use of technology. However, it should
be possible for IT leaders to present reasonable ranges that
shed light on the answer. The COSTS project has developed
10 benchmarks for IT including two high-level benchmarks
that enlighten discussion on overall IT spending, the budget
impact and the budget support level.
These benchmarks are ratios that can be compared across
institutions. They represent the portion ofthe institutional
budget devoted to IT and also the per capita budgets needed
to sustain IT at the institution. More precisely,
Budget impact (Bl) (Total institutional lT budget)
(Total institutional budget net of Iinancial aid)
Budget support level (BSL) = (Total institutional lT budget)
(Total headcount employees + students)
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workings of the college. Also, because of economies of scale,
smaller institutions might have to devote greater percentages
of their budgets to IT to create a reliable infrastructure and
provide useful support services. Institutions that are below
the typical range might evidence strategies that promote
efficiency in the use of IT, such as making technology
decisions based on agreed-upon institutional standards for
hardware and software. Budget impacts that are very 1ow
might also signal insufficient investments to provide an
appropriate level of IT services and systems.
The budget support level (BSL) provides a measure of
per capita investment in IT. The headcount population of
the campus is used in the denominator of this benchmark to
reflect the fact that the support load for IT is most closely
related to the overall use of IT on the campus and not the
full- or part-time status of the person using the technology.
Data from the COSTS project (Figure 2) indicate that the
BSL varies significantly by institutional type (Carnegie
Classification3).
Even within a Carnegie class the tlpical range indicates
that there are varying investments in IT based on institu-
tional emphasis. Figure 3 displays the typical range for BSL
for baccalaureate institutions over the last five years. The
data are displayed in 1999-2000 dollars (adjusting for
inflation). As can be seen, the typical range represents a
spread of aimost $800 per capita, certainly a different Ievel of
investment in IT among the institutions represented. As
with the BI, BSL values that fali outside the typical range are
opportunities to start conversations among institutional and
IT planners.
To maximize the benefit of using IT benchmarks it is
important to compare institutions of similar size, mission,
and institutional resources. The data tend to indicate, for
example, that institutions that spend more per capita (total
institutional budget per person) generally also do so with
respect to IT.
Components of the IT Budget
Participants in the COSTS project also provide IT budgets in
standard accounting categories (e.g., salaries, benefits,
hardware and software, contractual/consulting). The budget
profilebenchmark provides a way to compare how IT dollars
are being allocated among these categories.
Budget profile = Percentage distribution of lT budgets
budget categories
Of particular interest is the way in which institutions
provide IT services using a combination of IT stafi students,
and contractual/consulting arrangements with outside
vendors. Greater reliance on student help will generally
result in lower overall service costs (and possibly lower
quality). Outsourcing of services reduces the need for
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Figure 2: Median lT budget per head by type of institution by year
1999-2000 2000 2001 2OA1-2A02 2OO2 2Oa3 2OA3_2A04
Academic Year
IBaccalaureate-liberal arts (BLA) * I\,11 & M2 (Ml colleges and ufiverstes
award 40 or more master's degrees per
year across three or more discipl nes,
M2 award 20 or more.)
These aggregate measures oftotal IT spending can open
discussion about ways an institution can operate more
efficiently or better support the institution's mission.
The most meaningful dialogue about benchmarks can
occur when the discussion focuses on ranges of values
rather than point measures such as averages or medians. ln
the COSTS project we emphasize the "typical range" as the
starting point for understanding IT investments. By the
typical range we mean the values between the 25th and 75th
percentiles of a benchmark (the middle 50 percent).
For example, Figure 1 displays the graph of the typical
range for the BI for the last five years. Note that the typical
range for BI has remained roughly between 4 and 6 percent
over the last five years, with the median being around 5
percent. Institutions above the typical range during a
particular year might be making major investments in IT.
Institutions that remain above the typical rar-rge could be
making a more sustained effort to infuse technology into the
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institutional staff or allows that staff to be redirected to more
strategic efforts, with possibly lower overall cost or improved
quality. Figure 4 indicates that for baccalaureate liberal arts
institutions the typical range for personnel costs (salaries +
benefits) is roughly between 45 and 60 percent of the overall
IT budget. Institutions that use student help as a greater
portion of their total support effort will tend to be toward
the lower end of typical range with corresponding student
help budgets representing a greater percentage of the overall
IT budget (typical ranges being between 2 and 4 percent of
the overall IT budget). Contractual/consulting budgets
typically are between 1 and 4 percent.
Providing for the professional development of IT staff is
an important continuing need. Are institutions devoting
sufficient funds to support this activity? Have they found
cost-effective ways to do so? The COSTS data indicate that
this budget component is typically between I and 2 percent
of the overall IT budget. Looking at the amount this
represents per member of the IT staff can shed some further
light on whether this is adequate to keep statT skills current.
A common mistake is to ignore professional development as
an organizational priority, resulting in staff members that
are not able to stay on top ofchanging technology needs.
Staffing
Institutions provide a variety of common IT services,
including those that maintain the desktop and network
infrastructure, support the enterprise information systems,
and provide general technology support to members of the
college community. One of the goals of the COSTS project
was to discover whether there is evidence of economies of
scale for certain ofthe services. For example, does the
number of people required to provide network services
increase proportionately as the number of users or comput-
ers increases? Or is there a baseline number of people
needed in this service area, and then additional users/
computers can be supported without proportional staff
increases? Are economies of scale evident for help line
services or facuity support, or does quaiity decrease in these
service areas if the number of IT staff does not grow as users
increase? Benchmarks developed by the COSTS project shed
Iight on these questions.
The Future
The success of the COSTS project to date proves its value to
the educational community. The future of the project
depends on two things: expanding the number and type of
participants and developing a broad range of useful analyses.
At the present time the baccalaureate and master's institu-
tions have been the most heavily represented participants.
Thus our conclusions apply most directly to these settings.
However, the methodology of benchmarking promises better
Figure 3: lnstitutional budget per head. by year (BLA institutions)
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understanding of our IT investments in any institution of
higher education.
David Smallen is vice president lor inlormation technology and Karen
Leach is vice president for administration and linance at Hamilton
College. David can be reached at dsmallen@hamilton.edu; Karen can be
reached at kleach@hamilton.edu.
Notes
1 A more comprehensire discussion of IT benchmarks can be found in
D. Smallen and K. Leach, "Information Technology Benchrnarks: A
Practical Guide for College and University Presidents," Council of
Independent Colleges, june 2004.
2 Data for telephone systems and audiovisual services are not included.
3 The Carnegie Classilication is a taxonomy of colleges and universities
It is not a ranking of institutions, nor do its categories imply quality
differences. Each institution is assigned to one of ser.eral categories
based on descriptive data about that institution. The Carnegie
Classification of Institutions of Higher Education is the leading
typology of American colleges and universities. It is the framervork in
rvhich institutional dir.ersity in U.S. higher education is commonly
described.
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dropouts, late payers, and the like. "It
comes over reguiarly, sorr-retimes r'vith
onl,v one or two names on the list," he
says.
Likewise, lirculty and staff r,r'ant ancl
need cel1u1ar. IJaving more participants
increases the university's leverage at
contract time.
Marsolek says it is easy to stay even
rvith the hard-to-collect faculty
irccount\. "Thc best practicc is to sel
them up as auto-pay from the start. We
tell them: 'Here's the deal. lb save 15 or
20 percent off 1,our cell phone bill you
have to use a credit card,"'he says.
"\trhere is the mor-rey made?" His
focus is on pooling minutes and
rnrking surc rrt,lrody is.lrorvuing irr
overages.
'About 40 percent of users go over
their plan minutes, and 60 percent are
at or belorv their plan," Marsolek says.
He takes a situation rvith 2,000 lines,
each rvith 400 minutes. 'I'hat's 800,000
minutes.
"Ifyou meet the average and have
ll00 lines that go over by 100 minutes,
that is 80,000 minutes at 39 cents a
minute-or $31 ,200 in overages that
you never pa)'.." he continues.
Anothel rral to mrke money i\ to
aroid losing it. Mrrsolek 5ays nloney is
Iost ir-r uncollectibles, in not having
enough nrinutes in the pooled p1ans,
and in not capturirrg all costs, features,
roaming charges, and such.
As a reseller, a school is r esponsible
for selling plans, billing, providing call
How to Save Money and Increase
Revenues
ACUTA rnembers can find savings
possibilities just about everpvhere as
they go about a day's r'vork. Faced with
such an array of opportunities, the
problem becomes not as much "Can I
save?" as "\\4eich savings r'vill give me the
best return on the investment of mv tit-ne
an<1 resources?"
At ACUTAs Fall Semir.rars in St. Louis
ir-r October, 25 speakers shared ideas olr a
dozen panels covering botl-r cost savings
and revenue-enhancement ideas. Ce1lu1ar
costs and use of the Internet for things
like fi1e sharir.rg lvere among the key areas
that panelists felt colleges can use to
boost their re\renues or cut expenses.
Everyone in the Pool
"The name of the game is leverage," says
Paul Malsrrlck, telecommunications
manager at the University of Nebraska at
Lincoln, noting that one $50,000
customer gets lots n-rore attentior-r than
thousands of $100 customers.
Schools have a great pool of users:
students, faculty, and staff. Many telecom
managers s\ arvay from the student
market, but Marsolek says students are a
greirt cirptive market. "They all have a
cell," he says.
His advice is to invoice on a consoli-
dated bill, just like the Iong-distance
days. "Keep the records up-to-date," he
continues. "Track dropouts and
nonpayers." The r,vay to handle the latter
is to hold grades until mom and dad pay
the bill.
Marsolek gets an Excel spreadsheet
fi"om the bursar's office listing all
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detail, sending bills, and collecting
money. As a dealer, the college gets a
one-time cash infusion when the sale is
made. While there are no residuals
from use, there also is no need to bill or
support the customer.
Marsolek notes that money also is
lost in over-discounting equipment.
"The worst we do any more is sell at
cost."
Control Cellular Costs
While cellular service represents a
revenue opportunity for colleges, it also
can 8et out of hand.
"Develop a wireless use policy that
will enable the university to manage
this growing cost," advises Carol
Underriner, senior project consultant
with the Dietrich Lockard Group, St.
Louis.
She recommends putting together a
collegewide program that all users
must use if they want their cellular
costs reimbursed. The alternative, she
adds, is permitting authorized users to
pay for their own phones but allowing
a standard, fixed reimbursement.
One gray area with the latter option
is contingency situations, like a crisis.
"Who bears the cost?" Underriner asks.
During a crisis, minutes multiply like
rabbits, and it is important to have a
policy in place before the arguing
starts.
Underriner recommends negotiat-
ing a cellular contract with the vendor
who has the most extensive coverage in
the university's community. "The most
attractive terms in a vendor's contract
are worthless if their coverage is poor,"
she says. She recommends the website
www.deadzones.com for checking dead
When setting up a contract,
Underriner says the place to start is by
negotiating pooled minutes for your
block of users. Then negotiate damage
and property loss provisions.
One area where cellular users get
nailed is on directory assistance calls.
T1pically, a no-negotiated rate will fall
in the $1.25 to $1.40 range. "Competi-
tive carriers offer information at 65
cents per call," Underriner says. She
also recommends reviewing usage
frequently. "Regular averages can
contain dramatic added costs," she says.
Down the road, Underriner expects
WiFi to help foster more competition
that will drive cellular costs down. But
there is no reason to wait for better
rates. "Periodically check the rates
posted by your carrier," she advises. She
advises looking at the carrier's own
website and checking regularly for
promotions. The deals are real. "But
you must request these better rates,"
she says.
File Sharing
Students love file-sharing programs.
Unfortunately, they are a timesink for
schools. Colleges are spending more
time responding to cease and desist
Structured
fi83
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Networks, & Information kchnology
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www.wtc-inc.nel wtc@wtc-inc.net Exoerienced
industry. Enormous amounts of
bandwidth are eaten for nonessential
purposes.
"Then there was the ethical
question of whether NIU is responsible
for the online behavior of its students,"
says Cindy |. Phillips, director of IT
customer support services and IT
services at Northern Illinois University
in DeKalb.
Phillips says that students don't
really want to steal copyrighted
material. They simply want reasonable
access to it at a reasonable price.
Ruckus, the brainchild of two MIT
graduate students, is a fast, reliable tool
for downloading commercial entertain-
ment, music, and movies-"without
the threat of lawsuits, viruses, sp),ware,
or adware," Phillips adds.
NIU is bulk-buying the Ruckus
service and will sell it to students at a
flat rate of $6 to $7 per month. "We are
underwriting the cost right now,"
Phillips says.
Like every other college, NIU hoped
to find a new source of revenue to
replace some of its lost long-distance
money. Cellular resale gives marginal
return, Phillips said. Data services are
no help; she notes that Internet access
is a break-even proposition at best, and
usually operates in the red. However,
she was more bullish about students'
demand for music, movies, TV shows,
and any other form of digital entertain-
ment.
NIU signed a development partner-
ship with Ruckus. Following a series of
focus group meetings and forums, a
beta product was designed. Advisory
and editorial boards were formed.
Students were encouraged to write
reviews and articles. By this fall, the
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project had moved to production in
one 1,700-student residence hall.
Phillips says they know from
surveys and port-utilization data that
about 75 percent of students have PCs.
With 600 students signed up, that is a
take rate of 47 percenl.
"Ruckus became an online meeting
place for students on campus with
similar music and movie interests,"
Phillips says.
NIU hopes to use Ruckus to
provide an adequate alternative to
illegal file sharing and to reduce its own
exposure to legal action. Phillips hopes
it will reduce bandwidth used to obtain
files from the public Internet, will
provide the best legal digital entertain-
ment available, and will help build a
sense of NIU community.
Students get an all-you-can-eat
download and streaming video
product. Downloads are tethered to
one computer, so the student has to use
the same machine to do all downloads.
If a hard drive crashes, the student loses
the play list.
Eventually, Ruckus will offer
premium services. Phillips hopes to
extend Ruckus to off-campus students.
One way to sweeten the payment
for entertainment is to develop an
application interface to the NIU
OneCard debit account. This is under
way.
Ruckus is being rolled out to other
residence halls. To use it, a student
authenticates to the NIU network and
downloads a client. It works with the
Windows 2000 (SP4) or XP (SPl)
client and any browser. An 800 MHz
PC with 256}l48 RAM is required, and
Microsoft Media Player 9 is recom-
mended.
Billing lor Broadband
Sherry Manning, chairman and CEO of
ECCI (www.campusecci.com), echoes
Marsolek's contention that schools should
use their leverage to get better rates for
students and faculty. "The higher-
education community is in a unique
position to buy long distance and
broadband at economies of scale," she
says. She also shares Phillips's concern
about illicit use of bandwidth.
"The technology to track broadband
usage is emerging," Manning continues.
"Today we are able to track Internet usage.
What is important is not the technology
but the ability to hold users accountable,"
Manning continues.
She recalls the days when a student
would claim he did not make a particular
long-distance call and the school had no
way to prove it. Now, colleges capture call
data by account code, and students can
make calls whether they are on campus or
not-
Manning sees the same thing happen-
ing for Internet usage. Working with
VisionGateway (www.visiongateway.net),
an Australian company now operating in
the United States, they are testing a system
called Internet Tracker, which they
presented at the ACUTA seminar in St.
Louis. Internet Tiacker computes usage by
multiplying minutes of use times amount
of bandwidth consumed.
The possibilities are interesting: For
one thing, usage can be tracked by
department or user; for anotheq it gives
managers like Phillips a tool to track and
bill students who do untoward amounts of
downloading.
The basic program can be established
at little or no cost to the educational
institution, Manning says. "It provides the
opportunity not only to allocate costs, but
also to earn new, discretionary revellue
from students' Internet usage. Beyond
the basic program, there are significant
value-adding features ofbenefit to the
institution including distributed
management capability, cost allocation
controls, risk reduction facilities, and
extensive real-time reporting."
Most rvould agree that the history
department does not use as much
bandwidth as architecture. Why should
it pay the same? Such a program al1ows
bill-back and correct allocation of
bar.rdwidth costs.
"The concept's potential is great,"
Manning continues. She notes that a
school regularly needs to justifi, the
money spent on provlsronlng servlce
and to justily tl're techrrology fees
charged. Many schools, especially state
schools, need to justif! every dollar to
the legislature. This provides a tool to
do so.
Over the years, ECCI created a rich
array of diversc long-distance options
and alternatives for students. It offers a
choice of carriers. The company
coordinates collaborative purchasing
by hundreds of educational institutions
to get low price:. The lnternet service is
being tested at Fountain Valley School,
a Colorado boarding school. Kutztown
University, in Pennsylvania, is expected
to be among the early adopters.
"The prograrr-r identifies the user
and can slow or halt abuse simply
through the real-timc rcportinB,
capabilities, not just to IT departments,
but also to end-users and faculty
members," Manning says. "lt promotes
a behavioral change towards self-
management."
If it works as advertised, schools
lvill be better able to account for the
broadband access they provide... and
to charge for use accordingly.
Curt Harler is a lreelance writer and contribut-
ing editor lolhe ACUTA Joumal. Reach Curt at
curtharler@ adelphia.net.
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Cornell Welcomes Legal Music
Bill Steele
Cornell University
Con'rell University is conducting a one-
year experiment in legal clor,r,r-rloading
of music. For the 2004-2005 school
year a campusr,vide site license fbr the
Napster online music service rvill
provide students u,ith streaming and
dor'vnloadir-rg access to the company's
library of r.r.rore than 750,000 songs.
The service also lvill gir.e students access
to interactive, commercial-free radio
stations, six decades of Billboard's chart
irrl'ornration, arrd an onlinc mitgazinc.
During the one-,vear pilot prograr-r-r
the service is free to students.'l'he pilot
nill cost $210,000, rvith all but $25,000
corning lrom corporate sponsors. The
balance u,ill be paid frorn an unre-
stricted gifts fund in Cornell's Division
of Student and Academic Services. In
the lall of 2005, the Cornell Student
Assembly will decide if the program
should be continued, rvith the cost
added to studerrt activity fees.
"lf the students r'vant this tcr
continue, the project to bring in lega1
music downloading to Cornell may
eventually extend to other vendor"s,"
said Polley Ann McClure, Cornell vice
presider-rt for information technolo gies.
Cornell has been approached by several
other vendors, according to I{obert J.
Bourdeau, assistant director of market-
ing for Cornell Information Technolo-
gies (ClT), the university's IT arn-r.'At
this tinre we're still wide open," he strid.
If the University continues with
Napster, the cost should be about $20 a
year per student, according to Kent
Hubbell, dean of students at Cornell.
The normal subscriptior-r cost of the
Napster serr.ice is $10 a month.
"This is ar.r eflbrt to try to explore
constructive alternatives," Hubbell said.
"It's kind of a comrnercial and
technological experiment to come up
rvith a method by which this gerrera-
tior.r of your.rg people can 1egal1y obtain
mu:ic arrd leirrn abotrt the appropriate
nse of protectecl intellectual property.
After all, str-rdents may well need these
lools lo protecl their orvn creali\e
rvork."
Making the Napster Decision
The decision to try Napster's carlpus
sen ice rvas macie in May by unanimous
vote of the Student Assembly after its
23 members tested the service for three
months.
"Napster simply outperformed our
expectations," sirid senior Nick Linder,
rvho was president of the Student
Assembly nhen the decision was made.
Linder will act as liaison between the
assen'rbly, Napster, and Cornell's
adnrinistration during thc corning yenr.
"ln our role representing the student
lrody, we neede.l to firrd a university
r'vide solution to online piracy ar-rd
dispel the common fear of looming
Iarvsuits. Napster offers a unique blend
of a name students recognize, a broad
music library that appeals to every
taste, and community f'eatures that let
1,ou cliscover nerv music and share your
favorites with friends."
The fact that the service pror.ides a
legai alternative was an important
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factor in the decision, Linder noted.
"Students are much more apprehensive
about using a pirate music service than
they were a year or two years ago
because there have been lawsuits," he
said. Music copyright inlringement
lawsuits havc been filed against
students and others across the country,
but the Cornell University counsel's
office said it knows of no such lawsuits
filed against Cornell students.
In developing the proposal to bring
Napster to the campus, Cornell worked
closely with the Campus Action
Network (CAN), an initiative led by
Sony Music Entertainment and other
record companies and dedicated to
facilitating the introduction of safe,
legitimate digital music services to the
campus environment. CAN organized a
series of meetings between representa-
tives of several universities and
representatives of the music industry.
This led to Penn State University and
the University of Rochester putting the
Napster service in place several months
ago, and George Washington Univer-
sity, Middlebury College, the University
of Miami, the University of Southern
California, and Wright State University
introducing it in the fa11 along with
Cornell. Each campus has a customized
program. Other universities are
experimenting with competing
services.
Who's Listening?
At Cornell this year, Napster is available
to all undergraduate and graduate
students, both on and off campus.
Each user will be able to download as
many tracks as desired on up to three
computers. Napster uses Microsoft's
digital rights management system,
which causes the music files to "expire"
when the user ceases to subscribe to the
service. To retain a track permanently
or burn it on a CD the user must pay
99 cents per track. Napster is available
only on computers running the
Microsoft Windows XP and 2000
operating systems, and is compatible
with about 60 brands of portable
digital players using the Microsoft
system.
There have been "a few" complaints
from students using Macintosh or
Linux systems, Linder said.'A lot of
folks this year don't ur-rderstand that
they're not paying for it," he pointed
out, adding that the university had
approached Apple Computer about
finding some arrang,ement to use it:
iTunes service, but Apple so far has no
Compco, lnc.
6 r s-373-3536
ww.ComPCO.COm
special program for universities.
Hubbell said that in his experience,
Mac users are "uniformly unhappy,"
and there are a few students who dislike
on principal the idea that access to the
music is temporary, expiring at the end
of the program. However, he said,
"We've got lots of undergraduates who
like the service." Linder said that in the
future the student assembly will have to
weigh the benefits to the large number
of students who benefit against the
roughly 8 percent ofthe student body
whose computers can't access it.
The service went live August 30. To
use it, students must register individu-
ally with Napster. Availability was
announced through flyers handed out
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MySoft.net, the only 1007" web-based e-business software
for monoging voiceldoto services, charge bocks, and vendor
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newspaper, and a mass e-mailing to all
students. The system uses Shibboleth
authentication, an open-source
application created by universities to
use in authentication to third parties.
Without giving Napster any direct
access to Cornell's directory, it allows
the company to verif, that the person
registering is a current student, then
hands the applicant over to Napster's
system for registration. The service is
not available to Cornell faculty or staff
(other than those who happen to be
taking courses and are thus also
students). As of the last count at the
end of September, 7,600 students had
signed up, roughly half of the total
student body. An additional 30 to 50
per day are joining them, according to
Hubbell.
Behind the Scenes
An added benefit to Cornell will be a
reduction in off-campus Internet
traffic. The service uses a cache server
located on the campus net\,vork that
stores the most commonly downloaded
tracks. Cornell, like other universities,
pays an external service provider for
the amount of traffic that moves
between the campus WAN and the
wider Internet. Downloads from the
cache server have no impact on that.
The cache server is an IBM eserver
BladeCenter with six servers running
Linux on Intel Xeon 2.8 G}Iz proces-
sors, with about a terabye of storage.
The hardware was purchased by
Cornell, with the cost factored into its
fee to Napster, and shipped directly to
Napster, which installed and configured
its software, then brought it to Ithaca
for installation in the CIT "server
farm." Two Napster technicians traveled
to Cornell, expecting to spend two days
but ending up with only one. Installa-
tion and setup was simple, according to
Michael Hojnowski, manager of system
administration. "We basically just
plugged it into Cornell's network like
an appliance," he said. It took about a
day, mostly devoted to things like
ordering jacks and attending meetings.
Administration is handled remotely by
Napster. From here on, Hojnowski
said, "Our job is to make sure it gets
power in a cool room."
So far, an estimated 60 to 80 percent
of traffic is going to the cache server,
and it's expected that will increase as
the cache fills up. At Penn State,
Napster said, students have been
averaging about 100,000 streams or
downloads a day, but only about 8
percent have been off-campus traffic,
with the rest handled by the cache
server. It appears from informal
observation that Cornell students are
averaging well over 100,000 streams or
downloads a day. Apparently this has
very little impact on overall campus
traffic. Cornell uses a system called
Network Usage Based Billing, which
charges students and department users
for net access based on the amount of
off-campus traffic they generate. There
is a flat fee for up to 2 gigabytes ofoff-
campus traffic, after which an addi-
tional fee is charged. This fall,
Bourdeau said, only about a dozen
students went over the 2-gig limit, and
in all cases, he said, Napster represented
only 2 to 3 percent oftheir total usage.
As the lechnology and electronic information
editor at Cornell University, Bill Steele covers
information technology issues lor Cornell
News Service. Reach him at ws21@comell.edu.
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lncreasing Revenue Means
Decreasing Expenses
George Denbow
University of Texas at Austin
The University of Texas at Austin
provides r.oice, video, and data service
to a 70,000-plus customer base of
facult,v, staff, and students within a
single urban campus located in
downtown Austin. A Nortel SL100
switch and network operations center
on campus allow information technol-
ogy services to track and bill for all
services. As new technologies such as e-
n-rail, cell phones, and wireless have
emerged, increasing revenue has
become more and more difficult.
UT Austin has initiated several
aggressive cost-cutting measures to
help the "bottom line." These measures
are coordinated by the President's Task
Force on Elficiency. The cost-'aving
measures-including LD Online, e-bill,
an Office Depot contract, TXShop, and
an IKON rightsizing initiative-have
reduced paper, supplies, and staff time
costs while increasing efficiency and the
level of communication throughout the
Universit,v.
President's Task Force on Efficiency
The President's Task Force on Effi-
ciency was created in May 2002by
President Larry Faulkner. President
Faulkner charged the task force,
consisting of five members from the
faculty and two members from the
administration, to identify, assess, and
oversee the implementation of
opportunities that would reduce
University costs and concurrently
improve services. The University refers
to this as improving operational
efficiency. UT Austin is committed to
maintaining a leadership position in
operational etficiency among other
institutions of higher education.
Working with the entire campus,
the task force encourages all employees
to contribute to a suggestion box,
available online lor submitting
comments, suggestions, and ideas
regarding opportunities that might
improve efficiency. Since the inception
of the task force, more than 65
improvement suggestions have been
submitted for review. Many were
deemed viable and have already been
implemented. With the success of the
suggestion box, the task force hopes
that everyone understands holv each
person can have a substantial impact
on the University.
New lnitiatives
Some of the larger projects that have
resulted from the work of the task force
include the following:
1. Print rightsizing
Document output continues to
increase every year. As a result, the
number of printers, faxes, copiers, and
scanners that we use is increasing as
well. \{4ri1e these pieces of equipment
may not cost a lot of money when
purchased, supplies and maintenance
drive the total cost of ownership up by
as much as four times the original
equipment cost annually. In an effort to
reduce print-related costs, the chief
financial officer conducted a "right-
sizing" pilot, in which all printers,
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copiers, scanners, and faxes were turned off and all print was
rerouted to networked multifunction machines that handle
print output, copying, scanning, and faxing, as well as
finishing, stapling, and collating. After the 30-day pilot
period, the CFO's organization realized 40 percent savings
associated with toner, supplies, and maintenance.
As a result of this pilot, on March 24,2003, UT Austin
entered into an agreement with IKON Office Solutions to
provide rightsized, digital multifunction devices (printers,
copiers, fax machines, and scanners). Rightsizing means
choosing equipment and functions based on actual annual
volume and business needs versus choosing a single-function
machine based on predetermined monthly volume mini-
mums. Determining a rightsized solution, whether that
solution be one machine or 30, requires some up-front
analysis that may include a modest amount of staff partici-
pation depending on the size of the department.
This agreement was designed to allow departments to
pool volume on an annual basis. This will reduce costs
because many of our copier agreements are based on a
12,000-monthly-copy minimum, even if actual usage is
significantly less. Additionally, any month in which the
minimum volume is exceeded results in monthly overage
charges. By participating in the IKON program, all volume is
pooled on an annual basis. If a machine in a department is
over its volume target at the end of the year and another
machine is under by the same amount, then they offset one
another, resulting in no overage charges.
This agreement also includes annual rebates for increased
program participation. As more departments join the
program and our volume increases, annual rebates will be
returned to departmental program participants. This ensures
that everyone benefits from leveraging our collective buying
power, which provides incentives that cannot be duplicated
by the one-off contracts most of us have in place today.
IKON was selected from a five-vendor pilot conducted in the
CFO/VP of Financial Affairs organization that resulted in a
40 percent decrease in annual costs. IKON's pricing and
rebate structure is aggressive. Additionally, IKON has a solid
reputation on campus, having done business with UT for
more than 15 years.
2. Credit card fee reduction
Due to the increased use of Internet and telephone payment
systems by students and parents, costs to maintain the
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systems and provide these services have risen to more than
$2 million per year. To defray these rising costs, a conve-
nience charge and other credit card policy changes were
implemented in April 2003. The major changes are the
elimination of Visa-branded cards from the list of available
payment options, the addition of Discover, and a 1.75
percent convenience charge when paying tuition and
mandatory fees over the University's "\4rhat I Owe" website.
In addition to these changes, students will no longer be able
to pay via credit card at the cashier's office. The annual net
savings from this initiative will be more than $2 million,
beginning with fiscal year 2003-04.
3. Mainlrame output olternatives
As part of the campuswide print reduction effort, ITS-
Enterprise Information Services (EIS) has identified
electronic output as a key deliverable of its spring 2004
software delivery cycle. The goals of the project are twofold:
( 1 ) Provide a simple, first-generation "green" alternative
within our standard job submission software, Thsk Manager,
for receiving and using output; and (2) develop a long-range
strategy for providing multiple alternatives to paper to better
serve end users.
Requirements for the mainframe solution are as follows:
. Be Web accessible via standard browsers.
. Be secured for view only by authorized individuals.
. Be formatted as plain text, PDF, or spreadsheet.
. Be searchable lor character strings.
. \Arhen located on the enterprise server, output should be
downloadable for manipulation on desktop machines.
. No change to software is to be provided so that participa-
tion is not burdensome to other departments.
4. Electronic efficiencies
Human Resource Services has initiated a number of measures
to create efficiency and reduce cost. Some of these are:
. Paperless earnings statements.
Employees can eliminate the costs associated with generating
and distributing earnings statements by signing up for an
electronic earning statement. Notification that a pay stub is
available is sent by e-mail every month.
. Direct deposit.
With direct deposit, paychecks are electronically deposited in
the bank account, eliminating any mail or processing delays.
' W-2 statements online.
W-2 statements are available online, allowing employees to
view and print W-2s from 2001 to current. W-2s can be
accessed and printed at any time.
5. Office supplies gateway
The University was spending more than $5 million a year on
office supplies. This money was spent with literally dozens of
vendors, limiting the University's ability to leverage its
collective buying power and achieve volume discounts.
In order to address this issue, Office Depot was selected as
the premier office products supplier to provide desktop
ordering to University departments. UT Austin now has an
exclusive contract with Office Depot; therefore, all office
supplies are purchased through the online order site for
Office Depot or at a local Office Depot retail outlet. This is a
mandatory cost-savings initiative that requires 100 percent
compliance by the campus community. No other vendor is to
be used for purchasing office supplies. Purchasing from any
other supplier is a violation of purchasing procedures and
may result in the loss of procurement privileges.
This initiative was of such major importance to the
University that President Faulkner sent an e-mail to all
employees in |anuary 2003 announcing the new office
supplies gateway with Office Depot and Hurricane Office
Supply. With this gateway, the University would begin using
its consolidated purchasing power to obtain substantial
discounts on office supplies, 24-hour online ordering
capability, and next-day delivery on most orders.
The Office Depot program has been in place since March
2003, and it works beautifully. Orders are fast, correct, and
on time. Departments are billed monthly through our
mainframe accounting system so that no invoices are paid or
checks issued. Best of all, we are saving money.
6. TXShop: the University's online shopping mall
TXShop is a centralized online shopping "mall" that allows
campus departments to open online "stores" and sell
products and services securely over the Internet. TXShop
provides customers one-stop shopping for a wide range of
UT products and services with secure payment via credit
card or IDT (interdepartmental transfer). More than
$101,000 ofgoods and services were purchased through
TXShop in 2003. While this is not a cost-saving measure, it is
an exciting new way to increase revenue.
Some of the features include the following:
. A shopping option that permits customers to purchase
items without using an electronic ID, making the shopping
experience more user friendly, particularly for members of
the general public.
. The addition of Discover and American Express as credit
card payment options.
. Improved shipping and handling functionality to allow
stores to offer more delivery options.
'Reporting tools that will give store administrators more
detailed information about store activity.
. A revamped homepage including a prominent featured
item.
. A redesigned navigation that allows store administrators to
move more efficiently between administrative functions.
One-Gal! Gommunication System
- Easy to use. No special training class required.
- Deployment with a single call and flexible message delivery options.
- Members maintain their contact data optimizing accuracy.
- Simutaneously places live calls and sends emails for faster notification
- Realtime web access for status of member notification and response.
Call 847.496.9000 for more details
and to schedule a live demonstration.
. Comprehensive documentation for all administrative
aspects of the application.
Participation in TXShop is free of charge to University
departments. The online shopping center can be accessed at
http://utdirect.utexas.edu/txshop/.
TXShop began in 2002 as a response to a specific request
by the Division of Housing and Food Service. Hug 'Em
Horns officially opened for business in April 2002, offering
gift baskets, balloons, and Bevo Bucks to students living in
campus student housing. Additional clients have joined
TXShop, most notably the Charles A. Dana Center, which
offers products and services for K-12 educators. Its Web
catalog provides access to all of the center's available
products and services, including classroom resources,
research reports, and professional development institutes.
Many products are available for purchase, and others are
available free on the Web.
Additional departments include UT Press, the Texas
Memorial Museum, the Bureau of Economic Geology, and
the Graduate School of Business. TXShop provides depart-
ments with many of the same features they would expect
from commercial shopping cart applications. DePartments
can specifr member discounts, seasonal sales, shipping rates,
and special product information. Each online store is
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customized by the departments to give a distinctive appear-
ance to the merchandise it offers.
7. Long-distance call records online
Long Distance (LD) Online, established in February 2003, is
a service enabling a secure electronic review and verification
of individual long-distance call records. Employees who are
designated as accounting, personnel, or administrative
contacts in the University's departmental financial netr,vork
can access long-distance electronic records for their depart-
ment's employees. All faculty and staff who make long-
distance calls in the billing month receive an e-mail from ITS
notifring them that their long-distance records have been
posted on the secure Web service.
Users log on to LD Online using their UT Austin
electronic ID. After logging on, LD Online will automatically
display a summary of the most recent long-distance charges
for each long-distance authorization code assigned to the
department contact. Call details are just a click away,
including summaries and details on previous months and
years. Al easy-to-use download feature provides a plain-text
file that can be opened in a spreadsheet program or attached
to an e-mail message.
LD Online also provides a feature for users to verifii that
their call details accurately represent their UT business calls
for the current month. Another feature, Account Call
Summary, allows department contacts to review a list of
their department's Iong-distance users, with summary
information and status. This feature is intended to help
departments automate their call review administration and
expedite call fraud detection. This service saves time and
money because no bills are mailed.
B. BevoWare Software
All employees of the University have the ability to access
software for business and personal use. These Programs can
be used both at the office and at home. Any computer that
accesses the UT network needs to be safe and secure.
BevoWare provides the following Programs free of charge to
employees: anti-virus and system security; browsers and e-
mail; media and file viewers; utilities; and patches and
updates.
Conclusion
The University of Texas at Austin continues to actively
pursue ways to reduce costs while increasing the level of
service to its customers. As budgets shrink, efficiencies and
innovative ideas will be the cornerstone to improving the
bottom line.
George Denbow is assistant director ol lTs-administration at the
University of Texas. Reach George at g.denbow@austin.utexas.edu.
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Brian Jacks
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Managing High Expectations for Wireless
Service on Campus
If you are responsible for telecommu_
nications services on a college campus
today, vou are most likely faced with
many competing interests. Students
and their parents are demanding
ubiquitous r,vireless coverage througl-r-
out the calnpus. Alumni and adminis-
trative officials are wary of the
introduction or expansion of visually
undesirable wireless antenna systems
and the accompanying disruption
associated with their installation and
maintenance. Wireless carriers insist on
increasing the number of antennas to
meet the coverage and capacity needs
of their subscribers. And campus
securitv and safety require carnpuswide
coverage 2417 . That's a lot of expecta_
tior-rs to manage in a complex environ-
ment. Is there arry way to provide total
coverage that not only is aesthetically
acceptable but also has the potential to
generate revenue?
Where Are We Coming From?
Most of today's students arrive on
campus with mobile phones ir-r hand.
Colleges are rcporting incorning
student mobile phone penetration in
excess of 90 percent with a recent study
shor,r,ing that in excess of 75 percent of
all college students currentiy har.e at
least one mobile phone or device.
Parents purchase phones and
service in order to stay connected with
their children. They also consider
n'robile phones as a security device. The
students consider the mobile phor-re
their personal communications device,
taking advantage of text messaging,
voice communications, high-speed data
services, itnd multimedia messaging
ftrnctions available on today's modern
lvireless mobile networks. To them,
their mobile phone number and e-mail
address are equivalent to their home
phone and home address.
Often the decision to purchase
n.robile phone service is based on the
family calling plan and local coverage
available in the student's home marker.
Naturally, when they come to college,
they expect the same-if not better-
coverage on campus. Satisfying these
expectations places considerable
pressure on both the wireiess carriers
and the institution.
In addition to coverage issues,
colleges present unique and challenging
capacity demands. On a large campus,
25,000 students may get out of class all
at once and half of them simulta-
neously make a call or text message a
friend. Imagine a football stadium full
of 80,000 alumni celebrating the
winning touchdown by calling or
sending picture phone photos to
friends. These are clearly capacity
challenges.
In response to these demands, most
colleges and universities have chosen to
provide service either by an exclusive
agreement r,vith a single carrier or by
providing equal access to all providers.
A few have chosen not to provide
wireless access at a1l. There are benefits
as well as drawbacks to each approach.
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Figure 1: The low-Profile antenna
can be attached discretelY to
existing structures.
Not on My CamPus
Those who have denied access to all
carriers often do so because of
concerns about a backlash from
alumni, faculty, and aesthetic purists'
However, the not- on-mY -camPus
approach fails to take into account the
safety benefits that students and their
parents derive from the availability of
wireless coverage. Having reliable
wireless coverage provides even greater
and more immediate access to emer-
gency communications than the "blue
phones" located around most cam-
puses.
Most camPuses that have adoPted
this approach are under increasing
pressure to relent. In manY cases
carriers have deploYed around the
periphery of the campus; however, the
typical building construction and user
density issues often Prevent this
approach from effectivelY meeting
student and facultY needs.
In addition, oPting out of wireless
denies the inevitability of this technol-
ogy and, no doubt, discourages some
potential students from considering the
college.
Exclusivity
Some colleges and universities, in an
effort to control the number and
location of wireless antennas and
reduce the number of service personnel
that require camPus access to maintain
the installations, have entered into
exclusive agreements with a single
carrier. This enables camPuses to
provide wireless coverage while
generating income in the form of rent,
access Payments, or endowments'
However, manY students come to
campus with a calling plan in place and
a carrier selected in their home town'
Family calling plans provide some nice
discounts that parents appreciate. To
deny service because of their choice of
carrier is not good public relations.
In addition, the wireless market is a
dynamic market. New services and
features are rolled out nearly every
month. By selecting a single carrier and
entering into a long-term agreement,
the college or university is limiting the
student's option to shop for the carrier
that can offer the most features or the
best price.
Equal Access
Providing equal access on equal terms
to all wireless service providers is the
most service-friendly approach, and it
provides revenue Potential from
multiple wireless carriers (often five or
six) as opposed to just one. On the
other hand, this approach maximizes
the number of wireless carrier installa-
tions on camPlrs and, therefore,
antenna and sPace requirements.
Equal access also Places a demand
on the departments responsible for
managing the wireless carrier relation-
ships with multiple contracts as well as
coordinating all the maintenance
personnel that require access. This
approach may also put strains on fiber,
power, and other university resources'
A New APProach: sDAS
The new kid on the block is sDAS, a
low-power, "shared" distributive
antenna system that seParates the
wireless carrier's base station equip-
ment from the antenna by using small
microcell equipment linked together by
single-mode fiber to deliver wireless
coverage and capacity to strategic
locations. At least one of the equipment
options available to neutral DAS
network providers offers the ability to
provide service for up to eight different
wireless carricrs operating on any
combination of the 800 MHz, 850
MHz, and 1.9 GHzbands (SMR,
cellular, and PCS), all through one
multiband, low-Profile antenna at a
single location. These systems include
the capability of supporting future
services (2.5G and 3G) such as high-
speed data services, multimedia
services, and overall higher capacity
wireless networks.
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The low-profile antenna can be
attached to utilitv poles, light stan_
dards, or discretely on buildings, or it
can be installed on kiosks, chimneys,
or other existing infrastructure
providing the ability to strategically
target areas with capacity or coverage
concerns. (See Figure l ) These fiber-
fbd networked microcells can be
located up to 10 miles away from a hub
site, where the carriers'base station
equipment is interconnected to the
sDAS system.
Since sDAS systems have built-in
expansion capability at the remote
microcell, adding either capacily or a
new wireless carrier is typically only a
matter of installing a new card in the
existing microcell box located at each
antenna. (See Figure 2.) No extensive,
disruptive construction is required to
upgrade the system. No new contracts
or architectural reviews are required
once the system is in place.
What Does a Neutral DAS Network
Provider Do?
The leading neutral l)AS network
providers design, build, test, and
maintain the sDAS networks. They
coordinate between the institution and
all ofthe wireless carriers on design
and installation to meet the wireless
carriers' nerwork performance
objectives. They also keep watch on the
institution': aesthetic requiremerrts lo
balance the needs of all parties. And
sirtce colleges and universities own
assets necessary to the implementation
and operation ofa neutral host
solution like access to specific real
estate and single mode fiber, these
assets can become a source ofrevenue.
The neutral DAS network provider
negotiates sDAS network contracts
with the carriers, providing them with
service-level agreen-rents for the
performance of the network. They take
responsibility for monitoring and
maintaining the sDAS network,
through the use of sophisticated 2417
network operating centers and
contemporary wireless network monitor_
ing and alarming tools. As the single point
of contact, the neutral DAS network
provider is accountable to the campus for
all aspects of the wireless network
installation and operation.
Conclusion
Providing wireless access on campus may
be accomplished in any of several ways.
Single Mode
Digital Fib€r
MicrGlls
Shar€d Distribuled RF Syst€ms
Making the choice that's right for your
campus means considering all the
options so that you know where the
perks and pitfalls lie.
Brian Jacks is president of Crown Castle
Solutions. Reach Brian at
brian.jacks @ crowncasile.com.
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Jerry B. Farley, Ph.D.
Washburn UniversitY
In 1997 , lerry Farley became the I 4th President
of Wa'hburn University following an e]tensive
career in finance and business affairs at several
other higher education institutions. Previously
Dr. Farley held positions as the vice president of
communily relalions and economic
development and vice president for
administration at the University of Oklahoma.
He was also the chief financial officer at the
University of Oklahoma's Health Sciences
Center and at Oklahoma State University at
Stillwater.
Dr. Farley holds a degree in finance and
accounting, an MBA, and a Ph.D. in Higher
Education Administration-all from the
University of Oklahoma. He is a C.P.A. and has
been the president and chair of the board of
several state and national professional
organizations including NACUBO. He has
authored or co-authored numerous articles and
books on finance and accounting.
Serving on local and state boards has always
been a priority for Dr. Farley. He currently or
previously served with the Red Cross, American
Cancer Society, United Way, local and state
Chamber' of Commerce, and ecottomic
development corporations. He is the recipient of
numerous awards for outstanding contributions
in public service, accounting, and higher
education.
Thanks to Cindy Shortt of the telecom and
networking department at the University of
Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio for
conducting this interview on behalf of the
ACUTA Publications Committee.
ACUTA: There is a divergence of view
and opinion as to whether telecommu-
nications and nerwork services are a
utility such as electricity and water or
an information technolo gy resource
such as library services and administra-
tive computing. As a president, where
do you see them?
Farley: The answer might dePend on
with whom we are talking and their
perspective. I suspect that most of the
staff that arrived at the office this
morning at Washburn UniversitY
expected everything to work, including
the computers and the electric lights
and the hot water' TheY exPected
computers to function just as any other
necessity that we have grown accus-
tomed to.
This can be divided into at least two
components. Is there a difference in
how we manage some things as a utility
that would affect telecommunication
and computing? PerhaPs there is. Is
there a true utility: simply distributing
information appropriately across
campus with cabling, wiring, or
wireless networks or servers that can be
separated from a management
perspective from the applications and
the software? ApPlications maY be
viewed more as a tool than a utility.
Applications help us better manage
the institution or better Provide
services to our customers. I think that
if we do make a division into infra-
structure and aPPlications, then
certainly the applications would be
more of a tool than a utilitY. We've
become very jaded and very spoiled. We
expect response times to be instanta-
neous, not only interacting through
our keyboards' but in other services
that are provided. No one wants to wait
for a bill to be mailed when you finish a
transaction. No one wants to wait three
weeks for the grades to be sent. When a
student finishes a final and the
professor inputs the data, the student
expects grades to be distributed
immediately.
ACUTA: As a president, what do You
value most as attributes of a chief
information olficer or chief technology
officer?
Farley: Everyone has to have an array
of skills obviously, but the word that
leaps to my mind is flexibility. Particu-
larly in the IT environment today, there
are so many alternatives, so many
options. EmPloYees come to us with
their own idea or background as to
how things have worked in Previous
jobs, and they expect us to be willing to
consider doing things differently. We
should be flexible enough to accommo-
date the end user. Everyone shouldn't
be forced into a one-size-fits-all box.
We need to be flexible enough to
accommodate different Perspectives,
different equipment, and different
technology.
A second attribute is for the IT
person to recognize that PeoPle do
expect IT to have the reliability of a
classic utility. We must ensure that we
are operating from a service persPec-
tive; we are in a customer-service
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business. Sometimes the IT person has
grown up in the old environmenl
where they were the wizard behind the
curtain. That's no longer the case. We
have to think about what our custom_
ers want and expect. So flexibility and a
service orientation are two important
attributes for an IT manager.
ACUTA: Universities have to draw a
line between allowing free, unrestricted
access to all information that academic
institutions require to be able to
accomplish their mission and trying to
prevent public funds from being used
to disseminate potentially offensive or
harmful material. What is the appro_
priate balance of these two extremes,
and how do you define the limits?
Farley: We all wrestle with this problem
every day. It is a very sensitive issue
with the public. There are state and
federal legislative committees that look
at this all the time: How do we limit
access appropriately? We are caught in
the middie from at least two different
perspectives. We have to be attentive to
what is happening legislatively so that
either we can have appropriate input
into it or \,ve can manage what the
results are. As open-access institutions,
we run the risk of people using our
resources inappropriately, maybe in
ways that we don't even know about.
We operate libraries as would any
public library. And as a result, we have
all of those limitations imposed by
legislative actions.
We are an institution where
students are learning and faculty are
teaching and researching. This creates a
different facet of this debate. We
provide access to the Internet. Students
can be in their residence hall room and
have access to the Internet just as they
would in an off-campus apartment.
What we try to do is educate our users
about ways to operate appropriately
and within appropriate limits. Studenrs
may have totai access to the Internet,
but ifwe find that they have developed
and are asking us to host a website that
is inappropriate, we havs policies in
place to limit their ability to do that.
At the same time we may have a
research faculty member accessing
what someone could consider inappro_
priale sites or have inappropriate
information on their computer that
might be totally appropriate for the
research they are doing. At a health
center, for example, there may be
information that they are teaching
students about certain things that in
another environment would be
inappropriate, but in that case, it is
appropriate. We attempt to manage in
this environment by setting limits,
establishing policies, and educating
students, faculty, and staffabout
appropriate use. But those boundaries
change and move, and they are
influenced by legislation as much as by
our actions on campus.
ACUTA: Online courses are finally
starting to displace some classes that
were traditionaliy offered in an on_
campus environment. Because costs
and funding are different for a physical
environment than they are in a virtual
environment, what impact do you
think this will have on the organiTa_
tional and financial models in the
future?
Farley: Every institution in the country
is wrestling with this, and ir will
eventually settle out. This is simply a
new educationai model, and each of us
will find our way to accommodate this
new learning style in the best way for
each institution.
There are, as you know, many ways
to learn: Some students are verbai.
They attend classes and have study
sessions with other students where they
talk through issues. Some students
simply go to the library, read the book,
and take the test. Some students love
using the interactivity of a computer
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and the tactile nature of the computer'
These students are therefore very good
at classes over the Internet.
At Washburn, we have a verY active
partnership with all the community
colleges in Kansas. We offer degree
completion Programs. Students who
complete an associate degree can enroll
in our Internet courses and complete
their baccalaureate degree in seven or
eight different fields. We partner with
the community colleges for services for
those students who are place-bound in
those community college communities'
Once the class is on the Internet, there
can be a half dozen or two dozen
students at the communitY college
taking this course' and if there are
spaces available, a student that is a
resident on our campus can take that
same course.
We have a significant number of
students who are taking Internet
courses while they are residents on this
campus. TheY do it lor convenience,
they do it because they like it, they do it
because it's a good learning experience
for them-whatever their Personal
reasons may be. This Program was
designed for distance education, but it
works just as well in this environment,
and there are potential infrastructure
cost savings.
We have been a growing institution
for the last 5 or 6 Years. There is
enrollment Pressure on facilities'
Having 1,000 students taking at least
one course over the Internet while they
are residents of this campus means that
they are not in the classroom, and
another person can be in that class-
room. So it relieves some of the
physical pressure.
At the same time there is an
infrastructure cost to offer the course
on the Internet-all the technology
that's involved in it. ObviouslY, we
don t do-as I susPect manY other
institutions don't do-a good job of
cost accounting in this respect' We
don't have a precise grasP of what
Internet courses actually cost from an
infrastructure persPective' But then, we
don't try to allocate the cost of other
physical facilities through depreciation
charges either' We recognize that there
is a cost whether the class is in a
classroom or taught virtually over the
Internet. The Internet model will work
just as the models we've been accus-
tomed to for 50 Years or 100 Years or
400 years. The Internet model is just
the newest model.
ACUTA: What emerging technologies
will be significant to the campus in the
near term? Do You see technologY
changes affecting how higher education
relates to or works with K-12?
Farley: I wish I knew which emerging
technologY or which new killer
application will succeed. We try to stay
ahead by attending Professional
meetings such as ACUTA, bY reading
current periodicals, and by staying
engaged on camPus with PeoPle who
have ideas. We don t want to be on the
front edge and find others have taken a
different path. It is a significant cost
problem to do that.
At the same time we want to make
certain that we are offering the
technologY that will work and the
technologY that we need to keeP our
faculty, staff, and students proficient'
Obviously, the one we're moving to
now as many others are is wireless
applications. There are a host of
problems with wireless because of
access and the possibility of someone
doing something untoward' We take
wireless precautions just as we do with
hardwired access. You can come into
our residence halls or our library and
plug your computer in and you're liable
to introduce viruses. It is no different if
you come to use a hot sPot' What we
try to do is have all the systems in place
to protect ourselves against that'
On the aPPlications side, we use the
technology to manage relationships'
We have just installed new software (we
went with SCT Banner four or five
years ago). We are using these systems
to manage relationships with alumni,
students, faculty, and vendors' We use
this system to recruit students' We are
trying to take advantage of the
hardware and software technology and
use it to become better managers and
provide better service.
The relationshiP with K-l2 is a
different question. We should be able to
use technology to create a different
relationship with K-12. It does not
seem far different from the programs
we are using rvith the communitY
colleges and our baccalaureate
completion Program. We have not
found that the enthusiasm for college
credit courses at the high school level is
as intense as at the community colleges'
Students who are really interested can
enroll in our Internet courses on their
own; it does not have to be organized
through K-12.
We are currentlY doing what other
universities are doing. We send faculty
members to high schools when there is
a sufficient number of students to
make it economically feasible' We have
also found that most of the high school
students, if their schedule will accom-
modate, prefer to be on our camPus
rather than at the high school' It may
seem more prestigious or advanced if
they come to camPus.
I see the model of K-l2 PerhaPs
adapting. There are so many students,
if they are good students, for whom the
senior year is not as intense a learning
experience as it should be. There are
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often not a lot of courses left that
seniors want to take. They may not
even have a full day. I think the model
we should be looking at is to offer ways
that we accept these high school
students directly into the university so
that this final year of high school is also
the first year of college. But I don,t
know if that can actually occur.
ACUTA: Many of our students come to
campus with cellular telephones,
IPODs, PDAs, laptop computers, and
many other technologies and expect
them to integrate with campus services
and resources such as registration and
activities. Do you think the role of the
university is to try to stay ahead in
supporting lechnology or just to try to
keep up? \Vhat approaches, including
billing practices, are in place at
Washburn? \4/hat security issues have
emerged and how are they being met?
Farley: Every fall term I help the
students move into the residence halls.
I'm impressed each year with how
much technology and electronics
students are bringing with them. In all
of our on-campus residence halls, we
provide connectivity to IT. We try to
stay up with, if not ahead oi what they
bring with them; and we try to be
flexible and resourceful in how we
accommodate new ideas that they
bring to us. They do bring new ideas
every year.
One of the things that we're
concerned with, as everyone is, is that
every one of those machines that are
brought into the residence hall is very
likely loaded with viruses. We don,t
want the viruses migrating to everyone
else. We had a situation last year that
infected an entire residence hall
instantly. So we do a lot of anti-viral,
anti-spam screening and filtering.
When students arrive, they must meet
certain requirements before we let
them connect. If we determine that
there is a problem, we disable that
computer immediately until we can
clean it up. We require this to be
connected to our system. We must be
attentive to these situations, and we are
proactive with initial screening and
establishing certain requirements, and
then following up regularly to make
sure that we remain safe.
In regard to billing, I think we must
accept the idea that regardless of how
we decide to do it, someone is paying
for IT. In the end itt basically the
student who is paying. They are paying
with their tuition, or their parents, tax
dollars, or directly with fees. We,re
trying to create a balance of what is fair
and what the perception is of what is
fair.
Sometimes people expect one
charge to include a whole host of
things. For example, all utilities are
provided in the residence hall or
apartment charges. Off campus, if a
student rents an apartment) they must
deal with the utilities separately. Thus
making direct comparisons of cost is
sometimes difficult.
We do have an Internet connection
charge in the residence halls. This was
done after discussion with students.
The sense from other students living
off campus was that if they buy high-
speed Internet connection, why
shouldn't students on campus have to
buy it? Why would we provide it and
maybe be subsidizing it for one group
of students and not for other students?
Resicom, a trusted name in campus telecommunications
for over 15 years can help allocate telecom charges to
departments with a service bureau solution featuring:
. Call Accounting fbr local, long distance, inbound
toll free and calling card calls
. Monthly charges allocated by line or user
. One-time charges entered online or imported
. School-branded hierarchical online reporting
. Complete online self-management
Contact Leidy Smith at Resicom for information
on the low cost, hassle free method to distribute
telecommunication charges to your depaftments.
leidy@resi.com 215.489.2105 800.853.1030
. Direct e-notices or paper bills to departments
. Payment processing and reconciliation
. Single point ofcontact for carrier services
ex,2,o5 flffiH$Et#&E
So we do charge on-campus students to
connect. It's more a matter of perceived
equity than a decision of revenue
generation. Other campuses would do
it differently, and I could argue either
side.
ACUTA: The days of telecom as a
source of revenue seem to be in the
past. With students bringing their cell
phones to camPus, neither local service
nor long distance is a source of income'
Have you pursued other revenue-
generating ideas from voice/data/video
at Washburn?'rVtrat has worked for you
and what has not?
Farley: Actually, we are in the midst of
a total telecommunications review and
will within the next 4 or 5 months
solicit an RFP for telecommunications
services on the campus. The switch we
have now, the PBX, is about 10 or 12
years old, and its about reached its
limit. We're trying to decide how to
replace the PBX. Do we go with
another PBX? Do we go with VoIP?
That decision has not been made. We
will test the market to see what is
available, what the costs are, and what
best fits our needs directlY.
Another option will undoubtedlY
be whether we require a landline
telephone in each residence hall room
or whether we will require each
resident to have a cell Phone. The
structure of the campus telecom system
changes significantly based on that
decision. We don't look at this decision
as a revenue center. A decision one way
or the other might require us to look at
the revenue potential, but that's not
going to be the driving factor in the
decisions.
We also don't look at long distance
as a revenue source. We basicallY
outsource that now, and we will
probably continue to do that.
ACUTA: Continuing that thought,
student exPectations are so high,
technology costs are rising exponen-
tially, and technology lifecycles are
growing shorter all the time' As a
former business officer, what do you
see as the future financial viability of
telecom and IT? Are accurate budgeting
and eliminating excess sPending
enough?
Farley: Are accurate budgeting and cost
cutting ever enough? ClearlY, at one
point some time in the Past, when we
had the big blue iron in the back room
with the special air conditioning, IT
was considered a cost center, a neces-
sary evil. We budgeted it like we
budgeted many other departments, and
it was viewed as one of the high-cost
areas.
I think most PeoPle would agree,
and I certainly feel, that now IT is a
strategic resource. It is something we
use to strategicallY Position the
university and to position the student
in the learning environment' We look
at IT as in past decades we have looked
at faculty: Certainly there's a cost, but
the faculty member is a means bY
which students are achieving their
learning goals. IT is looked at in the
same way todaY.
We eliminate excess sPending when
we can and certainly budget accurately,
but I think we look at it very differently
today than we would have 20 years ago'
ACUTA: With regard to technologY
and finance, is there anlthing special at
Washburn that you would like to share
with our audience?
Farley: I don't know that Washburn is
unique from other institutions about
our same size and same mission. We are
doing things that I know a lot of other
institutions are doing. But we have not
moved as aggressively as we perhaps
should have over the Past decade.
When I arrived, it was simPlY time
to make some fairly significant changes
in regard to IT. We developed a campus
consensus that it was an imPortant
strategic initiative for the University to
move lorward with information
technology. We committed significant
resources-we rePlaced all legacY
applications with basically a single-
solution vendor and an integrated
portfolio of Products. We're still
implementing some of those.
We've done that to recognize the
world in which we live. I do all mY
personal banking over the Internet' I
write few checks that I sign today' I
would never have imagined that to be
the case 10 Years ago.
Students come to us with those
same expectations' We added online
registration and enrollment and online
bill paying. We're moving toward
implementation of such things as data
warehousing. We are looking at how we
can use that data strategically and not
just for accour-rtability, which I think is
an imPortant distinction' We're looking
at technologies that we haven't
explored before: imaging and simulta-
neous processing of documents rather
than parallel or sequential processing'
The software decision was a major
decision to commit additional re-
sources necessary to make these kinds
of changes happen. ManY leave this
strategic decision to an ongoing
incremental budget process that simply
won't work if a significant change of
direction is needed. It has to be a
strategic decision, a priority, and the
resources must follow that decision.
ACUTA appreciates Dr. Farley taking the
time to answer our questions and share
his insights with our membership. Reach
him at farley @w ashb ur n - e du.
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Reducing the Cost of Distance Learning
Distance learning, the transmission of information rather than transfer of people to
assist learning and growth, comes in many sizes and shapes. In many of its;ermuta-
tions, it has come to be a popurarry accepted method for delivery of educati,on.
Many say it is the fastest growth area in the higher-education arena.
Synchronous video, video one way (terevision courses), Internet-based asynchro-
nous, and the age-old correspondence courses are a few of the major forms of
distance learning in today's environment. of these, Internet-based asynchronous
distance learning has become the most popular due to its flexibility, cost-effective-
ness, efficienry, and acceptance by the user base. It offers time-management controi
to the learner, flexibility to the learner and instructor, and a wealth of resources to
all. It also fits the constraints for nontraditional rearners. If impremented properly,
Internet-based distance-learning courses prove to be at least as effective as tradi_
tional lace-to-face insl ruction.
But distance learning, in any form, is not
without its hurdles to overcome. Instructor
training, course repurposing, delivery issues,
program modification, and technical infrastructure
are the major areas that need conscious effort and
resources. Costs can be a tremendous factor when a
campus considers distance learning. Although costs
are reduced in physical infrastructure (classrooms,
seats, lighting, heating, etc.), there is a need to have
a reliable, high-speed Internet infrastructure as well
as software to deliver, manage, and maintain
Internet-based distance learning. The software that
does this is cailed a course management system (CMS), and many vendors sell
products in this area.
cMS products fall into three categories-large, midsized, and sman-to fit the
needs of the campus population. products for iarge imprementations, for which
there are three to five popular vendors, have a fairly high price tag that is usualy
paid on ayearly basis. The campus pays for the product with an annuar mainte-
nance fee based on the size ofthe user base. These costs can get out ofcontrol easily
as the user base grows. In the midsized range, products are more reasonably priced
but don't offer the flexibility, ease of use, or scalability that category one products
do' category three products are often freeware or shareware that need a lot of
attention and modification in order to be useful for Internet-based distance learning
on a school or system level. wouldn't it be nice, I have thought, if a product with
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Management Institute of National Development in Iamaica
category one characteristics (scalable, easy to use, and
flexible) were available at a category three price?
MIND Looks lor CMS Software
In a recent distance-learning consulting project with a
college in lamaica West Indies, I found just such a product'
It proved to be robust, scalable, easy to use, and free' The
college, Management Institute of National Development
(MIND), assists the Sovernment of Jamaica in providing
training for its management personnel and is also, in
cooperation with other universities, a degree-granting
organization for Jamaica and the Caribbean community'
MIND is similar to a community college in the United
States. Funding for MIND comes from the Jamaican
government and user fees. This initiative to bring MIND to
the distance-learning community was funded by the United
States Agency for International Development as part of its
continuing efforts to assist foreign countries'
When I first came to MIND I found very dedicated
personnel who had done a good amount of research in the
distance-learning field. They had already settled on Inter-
net-based asynchronous distance learning and needed
assistance in instructor and course identification, instructor
training, course repurposing, selecting and installing the
CMS, beta delivery, and evaluation of the course offerings'
Although the project was externally funded, money,
especially for the CMS package, was limited and the
selection had to be appropriately based. We created an RFP
and sent it to all the vendors in the field. (About 40 RFPs
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went out.) From about 10 replies the field was reduced to
four products. The criteria that we used to develop this short
list was mostly user based (ease of use, ease of instruction'
student tools, etc.) but did have some categories for integra-
tion with current back-office systems (student management
system, busi ness systems).
The first cut at the products had a category for identifica-
tion of costs, but costs were not weighted for sorting out
products in the first Pass.
The four vendors were invited in to demonstrate their
products to a team of instructors and management Person-
nel. After the first demonstrations, one product stood above
the rest: Jones e-Education Software Standard, or JESS' What
we also discovered was that this product was being provided
free of charge to qualified educational organizations with
accredited curricula plus initial and ongoing costs to those
organizations that applied for it.
I was very skeptical about this offer' Knowing that my
consulting reputation depended on the outcome of the
project, I began to look deeply at )ESS and the other top
vendors from the short list. Three of these vendors were the
leaders in the CMS market. I had worked with their prod-
ucts, either from my home organization, Ball State Univer-
sity, or through my consulting experiences' IESS was new to
me-and free-so both my curiosity and skepticism were
piqued. Because of the strong selection by the user popula-
tion, this product could not be ignored'
Behind JESS: Jones Knowledge
]ones Knowledge (jonesadvisorygroup'com), the creator
of ]ESS, was formed by Glenn R. Jones, founder and current
CEO, a name familiar to those in the distance-learning arena
and the cable TV industry. fones has devoted much of his life
to his passionate belief that education should be available to
everyone every"where. To that end, the Jones companies have
been working since 1987 to overcome the barriers of time'
distance, and economics.
The company, divided into jones International University'
Jones e-Global Library, Technical Training Series, and Jones
Advisory Group, uses JESS in its delivery of products (for
Jones International University). Until 2003 it was sold
competitively for a fairly high price. In April 2003' Jones
Advisory Group began providing the product free to fuIfilI its
objective that "education should be available to everyone,
everpvhere to overcome the barriers of time, distance, and
economicsl'
JESS includes the source code for the software so indi-
vidual institutions can fully customize it for their use if need
IESS Features
Full-featured assessment, communication, collabora-
tion, and communitY building
Capable of supporting tens of thousands of users
Intuitive instructor tools
Tiered organizational structure-from one school to
statewide and consortia initiatives
Content sharing across courses
Threaded discussion
Gradebook
Coursebuilder
Assessment tools
Digital drop-box
Enrollment automation
508 compliance for students
Open pedagogy
be (although we did not find any customization, beyond the
usual logo changes, necessary). After reading a review of the
product, I called some of my professional and personal
contacts throughout the world and, although nobody was
familiar with this software giveaway, they had all heard of
Mr. Jones, fones Knowledge, and of course, lones Interna_
tional University. With favorable feedback, the credibilitv of
the "deal" was improving.
Next, we decided to explore the product,s installation and
operational criteria to see how difficult it would be to set up
and operate and how it would integrate with MIND,s back_
office operations. First, we filled out the online.,application,,
for the software, which took approxim ately 20 minutes, and
sent it in. (A prompt response followed.) We were informed
a week later that we were approved for the software, and a
week later a package arrived with the application software,
source code, and necessary manuals. Now, the software is
distributed via the Web as an FTp download.
Meanwhile we were looking in depth at the operational
piatform for IESS (hardware and software) only to be
pleasantly surprised. One hidden cost of most CMSs is the
necessary hardware and software the system must ride on.
The hardware is sometimes expensive, and the software can
be demanding in personnel time to learn and operate as well
as expensive in its yearly fees. What we found was that the
application and its supporting software were all open source
and, therefore, without initial and ongoing costs. pHp, Linux,
Apache, and MySQL were the major required packages-
another strong plus for JESS since these all were available at
no cost, and computer center personnel were familiar with
these packages.
JESS Anives
After the software arrived and we had set up the required
hardware and software platform, the installation took less
than a week, most of which was spent learning the nuances
of Linux and MySQL. Limited training information and
technical support were provided at no cost, and we consid-
ered the quality of these to be excellent.
During these technical forays with the product, we were
training the identified instructors and repurposing the
courses. We decided to bring in a trainer from Jones because
we didn't have the experience with the product and wanted
to meet one of the company's representatives. In our first
phone call to arrange training, the trainer noted she would
be glad to come, but that it really wasn't necessary as the
product was very intuitive. We brought in the trainer for two
days of training with 10 people. I was surprised how easily >
JESS Technical parameters
Third-party Software
MySQL Database Mgmt System 3.23 www.mysql.com
Apache Web Server 2.0.43
PHP Command Interpreter 4.2.3
Java 2 SDK 1.3
Tomcat Servlet Engine 4.1.12
www.apache.org
wu,'w.php.net
wwwjava.sun.com
jakarta.apache.org
JESS runs on Sun Solaris and Linux operating systems. It is
designed to run on other operating systems as well.
Hardware Requirements-Medium Configuration
. Up to 10 GB of storage for multimedia and other content
. 2 GHz processor, such as one Intel pentium 4
. I GB RAM memory
. 100 GB hard disk
the instructors-previously technology neophytes-took to
the product and were able to do the necessary stePs' esPe-
cially with gradebook manipulation. I was happy we did
bring in the trainer, as she had some shortcuts and tricks that
were worth their weight in gold, especially in the course
uploads and course makereadY.
Beta courses, one in accounting and one in management,
were offered in late 2003. The user base was offered the
courses at no cost, provided they were willing to complete
the course and provide us necessary feedback for improving
the courses, delivery, and instruction. We had a population of
more than 100 students to field-test the product, instruction,
course repurposing, user satisfaction, and learning. Early in
2004, two more courses went live, and by fall of 2004, more
than eight courses were available online.
Even though licenses to the software are available at no
cost to qualified users, Jones continues to commit resources
to enhance the software to meet users'needs. Iones Knowl-
edge created a community website earlier this year to allow
users to talk with each other, share ideas, and submit
enhancements for the software.
Looking Ahead
Currently eight courses are being offered using IESS
software. The ultimate goal is to have bachelor's degree
programs in management and accounting within two years'
Within the past year of operation, more than 400 students
have provided positive feedback concerning the ease of use
of the system and the tools that are available'
From a technical perspective, the software is stable and
without major fault. A user's group is assisting Iones
Knowledge in adapting the software for future needs' From a
cost perspective, after the initial cost for the hardware, there
are no ongoing costs for the CMS or its underlying software'
For those entering the distance-learning arena who wish
to hold costs down or for those who are firmly entrenched in
the distance-learning arena and wish to reduce costs without
reducing quality, this product and the Jones company are
worth researching. At the minimum, this product and
initiative significantly reduce the economic barriers to
organizations implementing or expanding their online
Iearning initiatives.
Ron Kovac is a professor and director of the CICS program at Ball State
University. Reach him at rkovac@bsu.edu.
Publish Your Story in the ACUTA Journal
Does your department or Your
campus have a story to tell? Have
you completed a project, installed
a new system, solved an old
problem, come through a crisis,
or formulated a solution to a
situation you thought wouid
never go away?
If so, your peers-our readers-
want to hear from You!
Some Benefits of Writing
Writing for the ACUTA lournal provides excelient visibility
for your campus or your department. When you share the
details of that complex project you just completed or a new
revenue-generating idea, you give some well-deserved
recognition to your staff, reveal your personal leadership
skills, and, at the same time, give other members some ideas
that may prove useful on their own campus.
We also pay a $50 honorarium to our members whose
articles are published. (It's not a lot, but your mother will
be so proudl)
"But I Can't Write!"
Everyone can tell a story. Some have a greater ability to
polish and present it than others. That's where ACUTA staff
comes in. If you've got the experience, we can help you find the
right words to tell about it. Whether you need just a little
editing to finish the piece or someone to tell your story for you,
we are here to he1p.
Here's All You Do
1. Read the articles in this or another tecent Journal to get
familiar with the style and depth of content.
2. Submit your idea for a story to Pat Scott, ACUTA communi-
cations manager, via e-mail (pscott@acuta.org) or fax (859/
278-3268).
3. With or without help from staff or a freelance writer, put
your story together and submit it about 4 months prior to the
mail date of the issue you'd like to be in.
4. Pat will review it and get back to you with any questions or
suggestions.
5. Wait to see your work in Print!
Stories in t}re Journal are typicaliy 1,500 to 2,500 words in
length. Graphics, photos, and illustrations are a nice addition'
but not usually essential.
Call toilay: 859/278-3338, ext. 221. You coulil be a published
author, too!
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Making the Outsourcing Decision
Does outsourcir-rg cost you more or less?
Do you give up too much control with
outsourcing? Is outsourcing right for
your campus? Answering these ques_
tions can lead to heated cliscussions:
Some extol the benefits of outsourcing,
others declare, "Neverl,,
Outsourcing is definiteiy a ,,look
before you leap" decision. It requires a
skilled team that can test assumptions,
define parameters, evaluate vendors anrl
their oflerings, and negotiate a slrong
contract. Once a contract is signed, an
equally capable team must manage the
outsourcing vendor's performance to
ensure success.
An Acquisition Management Team
should lead the process. Its members
should be detail oriented and have skills
in areas such as negotiation, issue
resolution, project management, fi nance,
and communication. The Acquisition
Management Team creates the require-
ments, solicits and evaluates bids, and
handles contract negotiations. They turn
over day-to-day responsibilities for
managing the contract to an Operations
Management Team.
Asking the Right euestions
In general, the decisions you must make
about outsourcing ansrver these ques_
tions: Why? \\4rat? Horv much? How
long?
\\4ry do some institutions choose to
outsource? In some situations, actual or
perceived service quality issues drive
management to consider outsourcing. It
may be possible to counter this with an
in-house improvement effort such as
reengineering processes or providing staff
with training. There may be other issues
in the staffing constellation: Staff may
lack speciaiized skill sets, and it may be
hard to find or retain such staff. Certain
staff may not be needed full time, and it
may be better to bring in st_rmeone only
when necessary. The existing staff may be
stretched too thin to handle both a new
project and current operations, so having
temporary extra hands is a solution.
Technology direction or scalability
may also be reasons for outsourcing. As
older systems are phased out, it may be
worthwhile to have a vendor service them.
ConverselS acquiring a new technology
may be too costly or too risky, so out_
sourcing to a vendor may allow you to try
it and learn more about it. Another
reason for outsourcing is to address
variable needs, something that a vendor
can provide and you pay for on a usage
basis. A1so, ifyour technology needs grow
quickly while your procurement processes
are slow, outsourcing may afford the
ability to scale up as your needs do.
Financial strategies may also drive the
decision to outsource. Some outsourcing
arrangements offer customers cost
predictability: For a fixed fee, the services
are provided, allowing an institution to
avoid large, periodic capital outiays, using
operating budget funds instead. A
different scenario is when outsourcing
provides services as needed, so an
institution can turn fixed costs into a
lower variable cost. Or, the outsourcer
may offer greater affordability through
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greater buying power leverage or economies of scale' a
i..r.fit to small and medium-sized institutions' Finally' in
some outsourcing arrangements, staff and/or systems assets
are transferred to the vendor, thereby removing costs from
theinstitution,sbooks.However'beforetransferringassets'
look carefully at the terms of current licensing agreements
and work out any issues with the system or software vendor'
Your institutioris culture should also be examined
closely. Control is often the biggest issue' leading many
information systems people to strongly oppose outsourcing'
Vendors may counter that accountability rather than
ownership is the key. The contract can detail the level of
accountability, as we shall see'
Other "comfort zone" issues revolve around change and
process. At what rate are you used to changing? Be aware if
you upgrade quickly, but the vendor' with many clients to
support, changes at a more measured pace' Or' will regular
technology changes cause training issues for you? Quality
assurance and change management processes may differ in
the amount of time and effort spent' For example' will you
need to test applications thoroughly prior to a hosting
vendor upgrading an operating system or database? Will you
need to accommodate groups such as governance commit-
tees or an internal audit? Will the vendor require a higher
degree of centralization and standardization than your
institution is used to?
The scope, or how much you should outsource' also
needs to be examined, to ensure that the vendor doesn t lead
you to outsource more than you determine is appropriate'
Partial, as opposed to fuIl, outsourcing of a function should
be one of Your oPtions.
Other helpful stePs to take include the following:
' Define the outcomes you want, both short and long term'
for services, technology, and staffing'
' Define the financial bases for the contract: flat or transac-
tional rate, staffing level of effort or results' ability to
accommodate growth or decrease, and other consider-
ations.
' Identifr uncertainties and unknowns that indicate an
outsourcing decision should be delayed' Examples are
anticipated changes in your own environment' manage-
ment changes (e.g., a new vice president of finance)' or
fairly imminent technology change'
Finally, define the length ofthe contract' Short contracts
are an antidote to vendor complacency' Have a project
timeline that the vendor must commit to, and create your
own internal transition plan and schedule'
To this point, the Acquisition Management Team should
have fleshed out the motives and objectives for outsourcing'
explored tolerances with respect to control and change' and
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mapped out the scope for outsourcing' A11 of this informa-
tion should be documented and shared with senior manage-
ment.
Measure Twice, Cut Once
Internalbaselinesareessentialifyouaregoingtooutsource
an existing function, to set standards for the vendor to meet'
Having external benchmarks-for an existing or a new
function-can also be extremely useful' Baselines and
benchmarks help forecast where yott want to be in the future
as well. For technologies, these would be what you currently
have and an evolution path' For services' define the current
service levels, such as time to resolve trouble tickets' as well
as look at external benchmarks such as the number of staff
to suPport desktops per thousand' And for staff' evaluate the
skills you have versus those you need'
Financial baselines are also important' You should know
the monthly cost to provide, for example' systems oPerations
or help desk services, and all the elements that go into that
cost. From that, forecast your future costs for doing the
function (a) in house, and (b) using a vendor' together with
your costs to manage the contract (usually 2-6 percent of
contract value) and costs to transition to the vendor'
including leases and licenses for hosted solutions'
Some organizations use the information gathered to this
point to make improvements and rationalize their cost
str.rcture, then revisit the outsourcing question later' It
makes little sense to pay a vendor to make improvements
you can achieve Yourself'
Build on the baselines and benchmarks to establish
expected outcomes and desired performance measures to
create a request for proposal (RFP)' The measures can
address service levels, technology, staffing' and cost manage-
ment. Customer satisfaction may also be an appropriate
measure. The list of critical measures should be manageable'
not exceeding 50 even for large outsourcing arrangements'
Some steps to take that will help you design the measures
with care include the following:
' Specif' 100 percent accountability' For example"'the
vendor shall process 90 percent of requests within three
days, and 100 percent within five days'" Also require the
vendor to fully document and rePort on exceptions'
' Avoid splitting metrics' For example' requiring 95 percent
completion and 95 percent accuracy can allow a vendor to
perform at the 90 Percent level'
' Set high and/or low parameters instead of averages' and
require reporting on all cases that fall outside the param-
eters.
' Carefully define who is responsible for what' then allow
slippage in the measure or create a compensatory tactic if
the vendor fails to deliver because your organization does
not come through.
Evaluating Vendors
Research vendors and what they offer, and using the
outcomes you have quantified, issue the RFP. This sets the
stage for another round of analysis.
First, review the vendors'experience and capabilities.
What is the quality of their services and how do they achieve
that quality? Look at their methodologies and management
of processes, including problem resolution. Are there
effective management and operational controls? Will they
provide details of their methodologies in writing? Can they
provide examples ofgood process definition and adherence
to standards? Is their methodology expressed through
software processes? How do they capture and present
performance data, including historical data?
Looking at the vendors' culture and people is equally
important. Is there a match between their actual practices
and their corporate vision and mission? How compatible are
their goals and yours? For example, you may want to
maintain or increase services, but their incentives are to
Iower costs and staff Or, vice versa, you want to contain
cosls, but their inclination is to create more lransaclions or
sell more services. Are their culture and their working style
flexible enough to meet your needs? How do they differenti-
ate themselves from competitors, whether the competitors
bid or not? Are you comfortable with their leadership and
the account management team? What are the skills of the
staff, and does the company invest in training for staffi Do
they run background checks on staffi
For some outsourced services, it is appropriate to review
the vendor's business continuity and security plans. you
should also inquire whether the vendor uses or depends on
third-party suppliers to deliver some of its services. For
example, for a hosted solution, who supplies services such as
teiecommunications, security monitoring, backups, and
system maintenance?
Obviously, check references carefully. When calling
references, build questions around your list of critical success
factors. Tiy to determine the rate of renewal by the vendor's
clients, as well as whether clients have renegotiated contracts
and why. In some cases, the vendor's performance may have
been independently evaluated; one source of information is
the Internationai Institute for lnternet Industry
Benchmarking (rvww.iiiib.org).
Negotiating the Contract
As with any contract, make sure it is in your interest. Avoid
the vendor's contract, even if it is "customized" for your
organization. You should define the services, service levels
and measurements, and reporting requirements. Before
signing, ensure that all details have been settled; don't let the
vendor use a "we'll work it out later" tactic.
Retain control of strategy, technical direction, planning,
and project management, as well as defining standards and
policies. The contract should clearly define ownership and
privacy of data, software, or business processes developed
during the course of the contract; you should require the
vendor to give you periodically current, accurate versions of
critical information such as data and/or configuration
settings and values. You should also retain control over
changes to requirements specifications, configurations, and
upgrade schedules. For technology, retain the right to
approve changes, additions, or reductions in facilities,
equipment, and software; technology changes can affect
capacity, versions and upgrades, and even a product model
or vendor.
Staffing control is also important when the vendor
supplies staff. You need rights to review and approve key
managerial and technical personnel, both at the start of the
contract and in case of any replacements throughout the
contract duration. You must be able to request reassignment
of people who aren't a fit. Also define how quickly the
vendor must fill a vacant position. You must approve any
reductions in staff.
TI CAL'L. (s001356-914Swwwlcall.c omlacutazinfo@lcall.com4800 Curtin Drive
McFarland, Wl 53558
(608)838-41 94A Division of amElco
An outsourcing contract, especially
one with a long term, should also allow
for flexibility. Consider the impact of
increases and decreases, of additions
and deletions, and of substitutions, on
services, technology (technology
refresh and evolution), and staff
resources. An annual recalibration of
these, and of service-level measure-
ments, is in order. The contract should
challenge the vendor to continuously
improve service levels. For outsourced
services, a useful contract clause is a
requirement that the vendor provide
everything you did over the preceding
year, even if it is not explicitly listed.
Clarity in contract pricing is also
important. Ensure that the basis for
payment is transparent and a match for
your goals. Understand how additional
charges can arise. Require the vendor
to disclose and pass along renegotiated
or reduced costs for equipment,
software, or services. Investigate how
much vendor management overhead
you will be paying for.
The contract may also include
incentives for the vendor to exceed
performance in areas as diverse as
quality, cost reduction, process
improvement, innovation, and
customer satisfaction.
By contrast, if the vendor fails to
meet service levels, there should be
contract clauses to address that. For
example:
. Limit the time the vendor has to fix
the problem.
. Require an explanation of why the
level was not met and how the
vendor will prevent the same
problem in the future.
. Escalate to vendor management.
. Invoke penalties, with increasing
penalties for repeated misses.
Exit strategies must also be written
into the contract. Define all possible
reasons for termination arising prior to
contract end:
. For cause, based on failure to
deliver or perform;
. For convenience, such as changes in
your situation;
. For changes in vendor circum-
stances, such as being acquired or
potential bankruPtcY.
Also consider scenarios for partial
termination, where you take back parts
of the vendor's services, as well as
renegotiations of contract terms. The
termination clauses must also define
what happens during the transition
period: what services the vendor must
provide, including knowledge transfer,
and responsibilities for transition
costs-borne by the vendor if for cause,
or by you if for convenience.
Once You Have Outsourced
An Operations Management Team
takes over from the Acquisition
Management Team to handle the
transition. This team must consist of
capable managers who resist the
inclination to do what the vendor has
been hired to do. While they have
technical expertise, their focus is on
contract compliance, contract
financials such as invoices, and
managing the outsourcing relationship,
which requires good communication
skil1s.
The Operations Management Team
should also be prepared for possible
termination situations and plan in
advance for options and actions. The
team should look at the costs, benefits,
and risks; risks include service degrada-
tion and securitybreaches. They
should know where the vendor has
become a surrogate for you or has the
ear of politically important people such
as a board member.
Options for the exit strategy are to
bring the services in house or to
contract with another vendor. Ifyou
have had a long outsourcing relation-
ship, you will need to research the
market and educate other vendors
about your situation and needs. If you
will insource, staffing is usually the
biggest issue. What skill sets are
needed? Will ,vou hire new staffr Can
you hire the vendor's employees and, if
so, will they be the ones you want or
need? Also ensure that there is a
knowledge transfer from the vendor to
your organization.
Finally, have a sound transition
plan.
Summary
Business process outsourcing must be a
well-documented experience that
combines industry and business
knowledge with proven expertise to
implement and manage programs
which are tailored to unique customer
requirements. Whatever the reasons are
for outsourcing, the experience can be
mutually beneficial if a well-crafted
partnership is formed. InterUnity
Group forecasts that the global
marketplace for business process
outsourcing will grow from approxi-
mately $127 billion USD in 2001 to the
$234 billion range in 2005 and the $310
billion range by 2008. Success is not a
trivial event, but one that many
organizations are leveraging in the
marketplace.
Marlorie Windelberg is the principal at
Windelberg Consulting LLC. An ACUTA member
lor 10 years, she has presented at numerous
ACUTA events. Reach Mariorie at
marjorie@windelbergconsulting.com.
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submitted by Sinclair for
consideration for this award. We congratulate
Sinclair for their efforts.
Sinclair Community College developed a Web-
based content management system that allows
users of all skill levels to create and maintain
web-based content for a dynamic website
(http://www.SinclairCommunityCollege.edu).
This system includes maintenance tools that
can be accessed through a Web browser. With
minimal training (one-hour introductory
training session), more than 200 Sinclair
Community College employees have learned to
post Web-based content and maintain their
websites. The new Sinclair Community College
website is generated real time from a database.
This allows each user who visits the website to
see the latest content available.
This new concept involves separating the
website content from the visual display
template. \Atrat this means is that instead of the
page content existing within the code of each
page, it is stored in a database. When a visitor
views the r,vebsite, the system looks up the
correct data/content for that specific page,
combines it with the display template, and
dynamically presents a complete Web page.
This system has the following advantages:
1. It allows websites to be created and edited
quickly.
2. Content providers can create and
maintain their own website content with
little training, effort, and time.
3. It ensures that the website remains
consistent. While users retain editorial
control over the content, the navigation
and "look and feel" of the website can be
centrally controlled, providing a consis-
tent user experience.
The content management system is
really an innovation since it is extensively
used by a diverse user community and has
been successful at seamlessly providing a
service that used to require specific
technical knowledge, tools, training, and
time.
While the concept of a content manage-
ment system was not conceived here, the
specific toolset created contains many new
features and concepts in the area of Web
content management. The need to have a
more functional website resulted in the
development of this specific toolset. During
the collaborative process of identifring
needs of both the users and the website (for
instance a consistent "look and feeli'
navigation, and so on), it was determined
that a custom product would be preferable
to meet the diverse needs of Sinclair
Community Coliege. After product research
determined that no product available on the
market today served all of our specific
needs, this content management system was
developed and implemented.
Implementing the content management
system represented a major shift in the
process of website creation and manage-
ment at Sinclair Community College. It has
essentially enabled users to be the content 
,
Sinclair Community College
At the 33rd Annual Conference
in August 2004, ACUTA honored
Sinclair Community College as
one of the recipients of the Award
lor Itrstitutional Excellence in
Co m m u n icat ion s Tec h nology.
The following information was
taken from the documentation
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providers or experts, while the Web
system staff focuses on developing
solutions.
In addition to the change in the
way users build a Web presence, the
development and implementation of
this content management system
represented a shift in the way the Web
systems staff thinks and works. Staff
was retrained in a new development
language and encouraged to shift their
focus from building static Web pages to
developing creative Web solutions. This
shift in thinking alone has opened up a
world of new ideas on new tools and
solutions for the college. The experi-
ence gained on this project catapulted
the team forward in terms of creative
technical solutions and the ability to
solve larger problems.
The development of the content
management system was particularly
creative given the daunting problems it
solved and the risk it represented. The
new process and focus for users and
developers, as well as the many new
features developed in the system itself,
represent an innovative and creative
solution to several complex, en-
trenched Web-based problems at
Sinclair Community College.
Planning, Leadership, and Management
Support
Our mission was to develop easy-to-
use tools that would enable users to
communicate via the Web in the way
they want and in their own time. We
believe the content management
system is one of the best examples of
this philosophy. The information
technology division has a new saying:
"We are not in the content business; we
are in the content management
development business." What we mean
is that we are not content experts or
skilled copl.writers. Users who generate
content for the website should not have
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to depend on IT to publish their
message. By distributing the creation
and maintenance of websites to the
appropriate content providers, we have
removed the bottleneck of IT. In the
past, users who wanted a website had to
wait until IT could schedule the
resources to develop it, learn how to
use Web development tools on their
own, or pay an outside vendor to
develop a website for them.
Promotion of Technology and Maturity ol
Effort
The content management system has
improved the Web systems' departmen-
tal efficiency in many ways and has
changed the day-to-day operation and
focus.
First, the system allows new
departmental website setup in a
fraction of the time it would have taken
in the past. Far more time is now spent
on creating new and innovative tools
and applications for users instead of
providing routine maintenance of the
website. This shift in focus has enabled
the Web systems staff to take on several
additional projects in support ofthe
College. In the past, many of these
projects would have been beyond our
reach simply due to the capacity of our
workload.
Second, the Sinclair Community
College website now averages more
than 50,000 page views per day, which
is nearly a 100 percent increase from
before we began using the new content
management system. Much of the user
feedback indicates that users access the
website more often now since it is
easier to navigate and there is more
value-added, accurate content.
The training requirements for this
new system also illustrate the efficiency
of the application. Training typically
takes about an hour, and once trained,
users can create and maintain Web
pages on their own. Advanced training
sessions are also offered which enable
users who want to go above and
beyond the established system to blend
some of the higher technology features.
However, advanced training is not
required to create or maintain an
excellent site. ln addition, the system is
flexible and does allow, but does not
require, users who are skilled in Web
development to use those skills. The
system is designed to meet the needs of
as many different users as possible.
Quality, Performance, and Productivity
Measurements
The Sinclair Community College
website is a primary marketing and
information tool for the college.
Accurate, timely information, and easy
access are important components to its
success. As a result of the implementa-
tion of the content management
system, the website is much easier to
maintain, content is now more accurate
and timely, and the website is consis-
tent and easier to navigate.
For instance, current and prospec-
tive students can find information
more easily and quickly. Information
such as course descriptions and course
availability are now accessible for every
program and are linked from the
appropriate departments. In addition,
administrative and academic depart-
ment information is accessible in a
consistent and logical way. All of this
information is accessed directly from
the administrative (ERP) system and
pushed to the Sinclair Community
College website programmatically. By
pulling data from existing sources, such
as the administrative system, end users
do not have to maintain and re-enter
data, possibly introducing errors or
discrepanciesl the information is in
sync with the administrative systeml
and updates to the inlormation are
available real-time. Two examples
follow:
. Online bulletin information
available at http://www.sinclair.edu/
bulletin comes directly from the
administrative system.
' Course descriptions available at
http: //www sinclair. edu/bulletin/
descriptions.cfm also come from the
administrative system.
One major problem that existed
before the transition to the content
management system has been resolved.
In the past, inconsistencies betlveen the
website content and the information
available in the administrative system
were a major issue simply because the
information had to be maintained
manually in both places. Problems
existed such as program descriptions
that were not the same on the website
and in the administrative system and
courses advertised on the website that
were no longer available. By pulling this
data directly from the administrative
system for display on the website, this
problem has been resolved, saving time,
money, effort, and user frustration.
Another feature designed to ensure
content quality is the "token." Tokens
allow one piece of information (i.e., the
tuition rate) to be referenced in many
areas on the website; however, the
information is automatically updated
everyr,vhere when the master token is
updated. For example, on the registra-
tion page the tuition rate is referenced
with a token instead of an actual
number. This allows the system to
automatically generate the actual
tuition amount when the page is
presented to a Web visitor. If Sinclair
Community College changes the
tuition rate, the token will be changed
at the system level, and this in turn will
update the tuition amount wherever
the tuition token exists.
Another way the content manage-
ment system has improved the quality
is by increasing department participa-
tion. Previously, many departments
that now have a cohesive Web presence
had no website simply due to lack of
training and manpower. This dramatic
transition is a direct outcome of
making the process to create and
maintain a departmental website much
easier through the use of the content
management system.
Sinclair Community College's
website is at the highest quality level it
has ever achieved. The Web content
management system is the foundation
of that quality increase.
Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis
The content management system adds
value to the college in many ways, such
as the following:
1. Reduces departmental expenses by
eliminating the need for the
purchase of Web editing tools.
2. Reduces training time and costs.
3. Saves departmental staff time.
Departmental content providers can
spend the time they save using the
content management system (instead
of using and learning Web editing
tools) completing tasks that more
directly relate to their positions.
4. Saves time for the IT support staff.
The amount of support required to
help departments maintain their
respective websites has decreased
dramatically, even though the
number of new websites has
increased.
5. Reduces barriers to establishing a
department website.
During the transition to the new
content management system, the
planned target was to convert the
websites of one academic division and
one student services department before
the ro11 out. That goal was far ex-
ceeded-two fulI academic divisions,
the entire student services division, and
dozens of other departments were
converted before the rollout. The initial
time line to convert the entire Sinclair
website was one year. Due to the
efficiency of the content management
system, users were able to easily
participate in converting their own
websites; therefore, the conversion of
remaining websites took place well
ahead of schedule.
Customer Satisfaction and Results to Date
The content management system was
part ol the larger Web strategy project.
After completing the planning phase of
the process, development on this
application began in August 2002. lt
was rolled out to the Sinclair Commu-
nity College population in February
2003.
'r{4rile a year doesn't seem like a
long time to adequately test most
innovations, in "Web time" a year is
more than adequate for a project to
malure. Our system has been in
production for a little more than a year
and has improved the college Web
presence 100-fold. Web traffic is up
substantially, and the number of
departmental websites has increased by
approximately 20 percent. Content and
data is more accurate, timely, and
valuable, and website navigation and
presentation are more consistent and
easy to use. The overall time spent
supporting the entire website has
decreased significantly, allowing us to
spend more time on other innovative
projects and solutions. Effort and costs
for individual departments are down as
well, allowing the entire campus to use
fewer resources to achieve greater
results in maintaining their websites.
For more inlormation about Sinclaiis award-
winning proiect, contact Ken Moore, vice
president for information technology, at
ken.moore @ sinclair.edu-
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Maureen Trimm
Stanford University
The Bill D. Morris Award was estab-
lished in 1990 in memory of ACUTAs
17th president. It was under Bill's
leadership that the association
established a full-time staff and a
permanent headquarters. He was
more than a leader; he was a warm and
caring individual. In memory of his
spirit, vigor, and guidance, ACUTA
annually recognizes these qualities in
another member.
As the winner of the Bill D. Morris
Award for 2003-04, Maureen Trimm
exemplifies all of the traits that this
award represents. For more than
twenty years, Maureen has volunteered
lor all sorts of ACUTA projects,
committees, and presentations. As a
volunteer and an elected officer, she
has repeatedly demonstrated that a
leader can be strong and make the
hard choices and also be compassion-
ate and politically correct. She has
consistently tackled the tough
decisions and never left them for
someone else to make.
Maureen has not only upheld
tradition and supported what is right
about ACUTA, she has also been a
strong advocate for change. She
presided over ACUTA during the 9/11
crisis and demonstrated an uncanny
ability to provide just the right
amounts of strength, leadership, and
compassion.
During her tenure as president, she
spearheaded the strategic planning
process that has guided the association
for the last two years. Her influence was
critical to redefining ACUTA from a
telecommunications-based organiza-
tion to an association that supports
higher education in achieving optimal
use of all communications technologies.
In addition to her exceptional
contributions to ACUTA, she has the
considerable respect of her colleagues
at Stanford University. Co-worker Jan
Thomson describes Maureen as "one of
the most talented and dedicated
professionals I have had the pleasure to
work with at Stanford. She is both an
accomplished leader and a creative
project manager, and the University has
benefited greatly from her many talents
over the last 20 years." At Stanford she
contributed to the success of the SL-
100 installation, voice mail, cable
teievision, building wiring upgrades,
DSL service, organizational mergers,
card key system upgrade, and various
client-service initiatives.
It is with pride, honor, and the
deepest respect that ACUTA recognizes
this year's Bill D. Morris Award
recipient, ACUTA Past President
Maureen Trimm.
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James Cross, PhDS.
M ichigan Technological U niversity
The ACUTA Ruth A. Michalecki Leadership Award
honors the memory of ACUTA Past President Ruth A.
Michalecki of the University of Nebraska at Lincoln
who was a true believer in the value of ongoing
professional development and lifelong learning. The
person selected for this award:
' Motivates and fosters collaboration to accomplish
the goals, objectives, and the mission of their
institution
. Actively participates in and promotes education,
professional development, and mentoring
. Demonstrates initiative
. Has engaged in activities that directly benefit
ACUTA or the broader higher education communitl'.
The Awards Committee selected fames Cross of
Michigan Technological University as the recipient of
the award this year.
Jim has served ACUTA in many leadership roles
throughout his 17 years of membership, as a member
or chair of several committees, author, presenter, and
officer. He served on the Board of Directors as
secretary/treasurer and as president.
Following his service on the Board, lim became
chair of the Publications Committee. He was the key
visionary behind the creation of the ACUTA lournal,
and also guided the transition of the ACU7A News
from print to electronic format.
]im has also been a valued member of the Higher
Education Advisory Panel, making significant
contributions to the ACUTA Forum for Strategic
Leadership in Communications Technology.
|im received multiple nominations for this award,
which reflects the high regard in which he is held by
ACUTA members. As one of the nominators said,
"|im is always a'big-picture'thinker, yet is ready to
step in himself when a job needs to be done."
Another nominator stated, "Jim brought the
academic perspective to ACUTA governance in a way
I don't believe anyone else has. He was always
challenging the Board to think beyond the
technical locus of voice and data communica-
tions and to consider the academic missions of
our institutions and how the technologies play
into teaching and learning. |im is dedicated
and passionate about ACUTA and how we
impact our members'professional lives and the
institutions we serve. . . .
"lim is the consummate professional and is
very highly respected for his knowledge, skills,
and personal commitment to whatever he
takes on. As busy as he is, he will always find
time to help a colleague or to talk through an
issue, weigh options, and suggest possible
solutions. )im has taught many of us a lot
about technolog,v, leadership, and how to
develop and maintain a strategic vision that
ties it all together."
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Fall Seminars
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Be Ruler of All You Survey
Once the "cash cow"
of telecommunica-
tions in higher
education, net
revenue from
student telephone
services funded
operations, staff
salaries, develop-
ment of the data
network, and
numerous nontech
nical projects.
Increasing cornpeti-
tion from calling
cards and cell phones has effectively picked our
collective pockets, and net revenue has often become
net loss, creating a great deal of angst among ACUTA
members and not a little consternation from ACUTA
bosses.
Man,v of you are scrambling to find alternative
sources of revenue. A11 sorts of suggestions have been
made-and some even make sense. These include
putting up communications torvers and leasing slrace
to cell and other providers, marketing cel1 service to
students lor a comlnission, increasing (or starting) a
technology fee, selling calling cards, providirrg optional
premium cable channels on a cor-nmission basis, and so
on. Unfcrrtunatell,, no single "killer app" has been
found that will provide the level of net revenue to
which we were accustomed. Given tl'rc magnitude of
the rer.enues lost, no such pot ol gold is likely Accept
the fact that student resale must be seen as an anornaly,
a short-term gift to higher education created by a shift
lrom a monopoly-dominated market to a highly
competitive market.
\\4rat services should r.r,e be providing to students
now? What is needed? \r\4rat might make rnoney?
\{hat is too costly to even contemplate? Since rnost of
us rvork with techr-rology every day, rve tend to look for
solutions among the available tecl-rnologies. In fact, if
rve are trying to provide a service that students might
be willing to pay for, rve sl.rould be trying to find out
what students reallv want.
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C)ne effective way to gauge student needs is to ask
them. A carefully orchestrated survey is one of the best
tools for doing that. Here are a ferv of the poitlts we've
picked up along the way to mJximize rcsl.onses atrd
rnake the surveys most useful:
. I(eep the survey brief and focused. People are
inundated rvith surve,vs and tend to be skeptical as they
rarely see concrete results. If your survey is on Paper)
keep it to no more than both sides of olre page.
. Keep in mir-rd r,r,hat 
,vou ale trying to get from the
sur\rey. Genertrl "rvhat-do-you 1ike" surve,vs rarely
produce anything rneaningful. If you don't care about
tlrc arrsncr, dort't ask thc que'tiott.
' Make the questions ,ves/no or multiple choice with
room fcrr comments at the enc1. (In orcler to do ti-ris 1'ou
need to know rvhat you're asking atrout ar-rd n hy.)
. Ifyou put out a sur\rey and there is no incentive to
retr.rm it, you rvill be lucky to get 10 percent returned.
'Ihis can be increased to about 25 percent rvith some
gir.ear'r,ays (drawing for prepaid calling cards or a gift
certificate, a1tl-rough this means that the survey results
are not anonymous). The more topical/tirr-re11'the
subject matter is (to the students), the better the retlu n.
In one rare case, we got a r'vhopping 92 percent return
frorn parents and students (at a private secondary
school) because the topic was on everyone's mind.
. Before you distribute it, test your survey on some
volunteers, especially some nontechnical ones. You'll be
amazed how much misunderstanding there can be
about things that seem straightforrvard to us.
. Be sensitive to yollr institutional culture in terms of
privacy and method of distribution. If you e-mai1 the
survey to everl.body it's span'r. (Speaking of spam,
rve've gotten our best results in dining hal1s. Have the
survey by the cash registers rrith boxes for completed
surveys by tl-re doors.)
Once we have determinecl the general needs of
students, further details concerning how those should
be met, the level of demand, and pricing potential, and
so on, can be gathered from lbcus groups.
Anpvar, thrt': my rdr ice....
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lust adding up the pieces of your network won't necessarily
give you the greatest cornpetitive advantaEe.
whether deploying reliable Ip relephony across a campus
environment or providing a comprehensive set of services
to help you get the most of your network perforrnance,
NEC unified solutions will help you achieve a total solution
that is greater than the sum of its parts.
NEC
NEC Unified Solutions, lnc.
Building communications solutions. Delivering Excellence.
www. necu n if ied. com/ed u catio n
Allot Communications-
P2P Traffic Management
Solutions That Have No Peer
eduoallot.com
877-P2P.GURU
www.allo!:tcm
At Rttot Communications, we're committed to helping
colleges and universities solve their network traffic
management problems. With a few clicks of the mouse,
our award-winning appliances can block or control
P2P file transfers, dramatically improve network
performance, and keep your infrastructure costs in line.
The decision is infinitely clear...
' lndustry-teading P2P control (music and video downloads)
' tntelligent Layer 1-7 traffic monitoring and reporting
. Advanced QoS for reliable VolP and video
. tnfinite control and optimal bandwidth efficiency
' Frontline protection against malicious worms, viruses
and DoS attacks
. Real-time alerts of impending network problems
' lndustry'leading performance scalable to lGbps
All.g,f:
The Traffic Management ComPanY'"
